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DISQUALIFIED: Miss School
of Business Bridget Walker was disqualified from the Miss Howard
Pageant because she was short three
credit hours. A2
MAYBE NEXT TIME: Bison
Booters are looking to next seasop
as losses have hurt their playoff
chances. Cl
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Miss
Howard
1991
Nicole
Sutherland ends
~ reign Sunday.
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SUTHERu'~o· BACK: Ready for

the World comes
back with a new sound. Bl
MINT CONDITION: Jimmy
Jam and Terry~Lewis produce hot
rhythm and blues group. Bl
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Board of Trustees to consider revised faculty handbook in November to avoid possible lawsuits
By Kimberly Martin

Hilltop Staff Writer
According to President Franklyn G.
Jenifer, the University may have a lawsuit on its hands if the current faculty
handbook is not revised. To avoid
such an event, some changes have
been proposed in the faculty handbook
section of The Howard University
Manua l. The proposals have generated much ·discussion among the uniVer-

sity's faculty.
''The University has bee'h11:to court
on several occasions, and it was criticized for the vagueness of certain provisions in the current ~andbook," law
Professor Warner Lawson said.
''The University's general coun sel
has ad\ ised the board [of trustees] that
the}' need a new handbook immediately because of the continuing litigation
problems.''
According to Lawson, the litigation
problems resulted from the difference
in University policy and its practices in
regards to dismissing University faculty and suspending them.
Thus, in the spring, members of the
general counsel drafted a new version
of the 1980 handbook, withou t consulting the faculty.
In response, the University Senate,
the go, erning body ''"hich deals with
1

1

the concerns of Howard's faculty, is
drafting their own version of the facul- .
ty handbook to present to tbe Board of
Trustees at its Nov. 15 meeting.
Faculty members cited several reasons for their objections to the administration's draft handbook jn the
Handbook Committee's report.
Among 1he reasons are that the admin·
istratjon 's version "undermines the
integrlty and significance of academic
freedom and tenure," "has a punitive
tone which projects an image of the
faculty as less than responsible." and
uses ''open-ended language that creates
and sustains a condition of institutionalized liability for the University community."
''The administration's version was
put together on the basis of a legal
standing where faculty rights and
grievances weren't considered,''
Senate Vice Chairman Robert Murray
said.
"It favors the president and board's

ability to dismiss people, whose cows·
es don 't pull their weigh~" he said.
''If the administration's version of
the handbook was in force when the

School of Human Ecology closed, tbe·
oretically the administrator's could
have dismissed the entire staff,"

Murray added.
Through both the faculty's version

THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY
MANUAL
F... CULTY kAJ'1DBOOll SECTION

and they are included in the' dec·ision
making process·. ·currently, we operate
under a more corporate model. This
model isn't ideal for Howard because
we do not regard ourselves as laborers,'' Chairman Taft Broome said.
.. We want to share in both the
authority and responsibility because •
universities in America are now too

affect faculty's attitude toward students.
"If the faculty doesn 't have a good
self image, there is a potential to gen-

complex for any.three or four people to

still must be solved.
.. Dignity is a big part of a teacher's
profession. As long as we feel that we
have the administration's support a:id
respect, we'll stay committed to
Howard,'' Broome said.

make all of the decisions,'' he added.
Such a shared governance model
would establish a system of checks and

balanc;s where the faculty and admin·
~Y/o\ENT

istration could hold each other
aCcountable, according to Lawson.
"The issue should be the relative
weight of the faculty and administra·
tion voice, rather than whether or not
the faculty is entitled to a voice,"
Lawson said.
According to Murray, student interests are also at risk in this process.
"How the faculty is perceived by
others directly affects the students
because the quality pf the faculty

AND TEl'1UR£ POLICIES

OOVDl!'lll'IO f ... CU..TY POSr1'lOl'IS

The Howard University
Manual was adopted by the
Board of Trustee• In 1980.
:Of the handbook and their revised constitution, the Senate will attempt to
outline and define the faculty's function and responsibilities as the
University implements its Howard
2Q()(), Dr. Jenifer's plan for the future.
''In both our revised constitution
and faculty handbook, we are moving
toward a shared governance model,
where faculty are considered experts,

•

erate apathy arnon~ them towards their
work and students, ' Lawson said.

Although the handbook question
will be resolved at the November

meeting, the attitude toward the faculty

r

reflects the quality ·of the degree the
student receives,'' Murray said.
''The students will suffer if the
administration continues to look at the
popularity or number of students
enrolled in a program, instead of looking at a programs quality,'' he added.
The brunt of this conflict' may also

Dr. Tait Broome la the chair·
man ol the University Senate.
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20th Communications
Conference to be held
at Howard next week

C1

QUOTE OF THE WEEK:

•

'

" Young men and women, must now
prepare for usefulness- the day of
our Elevation is at hand- all the
world now gazes at u s!'

.

By Leonard Simmon•

-Martin R . Delany

I

l

Hilltop Staff Writer

The Condition,
Elevation, and
Destiny of the
Colored People oft
he United Siates ,
PoliticallyOons idered

The

•

•

was after my fraternity helped a young lady '''ith
leukemia. We helped raise money for her family.
There was a nationwide search for anyone who
could participate in the bone marrow match.
Unfortunately, we were too late. She passed away
before they could find a match,., he added.
Howard Univetsity Student Associati on
(HUSA) Programs Director Tamitha Fisher said
that the purpose of Organ Donor Week, which
was held this week. was not necessarily to convince Howard studepts to follow in Henderson's
footsteps and donate their organs, but to make
them more aware of the number of AfricanAmericans who refuse to "give a gift of life."

"We need to be aware of this [the shortage]

Since opening this summer In the Wonder Plaza Mall, Klnko'1 ha• presented students with an alternative to reproduction at Howard Copy: (story.. A2)

Annenberg, benefactor of a $2
million endowment wliich created the school's honors program,
and Malvin ''Mal'' Goode, pioneer broadcast journalist, are
some of those to be honored at
the gala.
·

The confeience, uOder the about what professionals experitheme
''Excellence
in ence themselves as for what we
Communication Education," . need to know to be in the busiaims to serve as a base fdr estab&. ness.," said Jim Ralston, a senior
lishing the agenda for African- majoring in public relations, who
Americans in the communicl· has participated in past confertions field. Included . in the . ences ..
events of the conference is a two''This year I'm a senior and 1
day job fair where this year over am taking the conference mOre
50 exhibitors and recruiters will seriously and I'll be leaking for
be participating.
oompanies that I'm interested in
Over 25 panels and workshops and would in turn benefit
are .a15? scheduled to ~e place me,"Ralston said.
beg1,?n1~g ~I. 30 o~ top1~ such 1 Yasmin R_Q:zaq, a senior
as M1nor1ty Gains in the majoring in broadcast journalism
News paper ~n dustr~, '' ."The said the oonference is ''the closest
World o~ Mu.sic: Working in the you're going to get to the pros for
Recording ·
Industry," now "
~ntrepreneu~s~!P Op~rtu~ities
••it wideiis your horizons espe-

1n the Media, and Pohtfcal

Correctness''.
The official opening of the
conference will take place Oct.
30 with an adddress by
Charlayne Hunter-Gault, national
correspondent for the ''MacNeil·
Lehrer News Hour'' and the
recipient of two Emmy Awards
for national news documentaries
along with several other achievements during her 25-year career
in journalism.
''I've learned a lot that you
really can't learn in a classroom

. II 'f

~1a y '. you

h

. d

aven t on~ any
1nen_iships or had any ex~nence
outside the school. It brings the
world of communications from a
textbook to reality,'' she said.
Howard students may register
on-site for the oonference for $15
between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. Oct.
30. Non-students may register
for $30. For more information
on the Communications
Conference, contacl Virginia
Steward at 806-7690.
,

'

Bison mid-season record
warrants one hard look
By Damon A. Dozier

Hilltop Staff Writer

the nation, e'specially in the category
of scoring defense. At this juncture

last year, the defense was riding high
The Howard University football
team looks like it is mired in a world
of trouble. Since winning their first
two games against Fayetteville State

and Florida A&M, the "Buffalo
Soldiers'' have Josi four games in a

News Analysis

,row, including blowouts handed
and how we can make a difference.
''Some people may not be ready to donate a down by the Owls of Temple
heart or liver, but just donating blood is a good University (40 to 0) and the Braves
of Alcorn State (46 to 27). Last year,
start," Fis6er said.
The week of events endorsing organ donor the Bison had similar troubles, as
awareness is b.y sponsored Dow Chemical Co. they lost five in a row after an
Four other historically ~lack colleges and univer- impressive 6-0 start.
sities will participate in the program, however, ' What's wrong with the Bison?
Howard was chosen as the first institution to ini- The question seems to ring around
campus like the newly-resurrected
tiate the program.
bell in Founders Library. Last year,
please see Donor pg. A7
the defense was among the best in

'

mark the founding of the school

fir.;t Rhodes Scholar, Walter H.

Hilltop Staff Writer

"One way I became interested in organ donor

Communications will celebrate
its 20th Anniversary next week
during its 20th Anniversary
Communications Conference and
Job
Fair which starts
Wednesday, Oct. 30.
Among the events planned to

D. Alleyne, Howard University's

By Eluana Griffin

''Doing one good thing by Saving some one 's
life or adding a year lo some one's life makes me
feel better-no matter how many bad things I
may have done1'' Henderson said.

of

the school over the years. Mark

Students learn to
give the 'gift of life'

made him feel a little better.

School

• are a gala celebration and awards
ceremony which will be held
Thur.;day, Oct. 31 at the Howard
''
Inn at 6:30 p.m. Honorees at the
awards ceremony will include
alumni and other individuals who
have made distinguished
achievements in the fields of
communications, and individuals
and corporations who have made
significant financial support to

Fisher talks about organ donorshlp.

No matter how many bad things Stephen
Henderson may have done in his life, he said
becoming an organ donor is the one thing that has

•

•

as the team posted a record of five
wins against zero defeats. What a
difference a year makes. As of today,
the Bison defense has given up 137
points over only six games, or an
average of roughly 23 points a game.
A year ago, Bison linebackers

sive back Tim Watson lead the team
in tackles with an average of 9.S a
game, he is also one of the leading

tacklers in the MEAC.

The defensive line is ailing badly.

Only nosetackle Cornelius Anthony
sCems to be making a dent in the
offensive line of opposing teams,
averaging five tackles a game.
Overall, the defense has to keep

used to sleep in the opponent's back·
field, causing opposing quarterbacks
to have nightmares at night. This

itself guarded against giving up the
big play. Anyone that saw the
Bethune-Cookman or Alcorn State

year, the defense ranks last in the

ganies would know that the Bison
were only a couple of defensive

Middle Eastern Athletic Conference
in quarterback sacks, averaging only

INSIDE

I

stands away from winning either of

2 a game.
A tell-tale sign of a maligned
defense is a defensive back leading
the team in tackles. This means, in
most cases, opposing runners and
receivers are at least five yards

those two games.
The Bison offense is in a lot better
shape than the defense, but ~
offense still needs a lot of help. Fol
starters, the quarterback situation is

downfield before they are clllllenged
by the defense. Not only does defen·

seems to be committed to playing

in chaos. Head Coach Steve Wilsoo
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'Kinko's is
no rival to
Howard
Copy
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By l!rlka Oravett

Howard Copy may have compet~tion
with the opening of Kinko's Copies in
the Wonder Plaza. But black-ov.•ned
Howard Copy has not lost its customers.-

In an effort ot expedite the course
reservation proce1s, 1tudents are now
reserving courata !or tht spring semester

by telephone: Although the Digital
lmpuJsc Selection of Courses (DISC) is a
year old, students have not become
familiar with the system until now; ~
''It took a wh~c for the word to get out,
but we arc hopmg that at least 50 percent
of the students will use DISC to reserve
courses," said Cecil A. Franklin,
University registrar.
The DISC is used with a touch-tone
phone. It is connected to the Student On·
Line
Academic
Registration
(S.0.LAR.) system that is used by aca·
demic advisers. Students can reserve,
add and drop classes. If a student is on
academic or medical hold DISC will
refer him or her to the approPriate office.
A reservation worksheet that has codes

''Most of our customers are comn1ited
and wouldn't leave my company,
because we do extra \\'ork for our cuslomers, and we al,so make sure that the
work is done lo their sal~sfaction,"

Melles said.
Howard Copy is a young business; it
has only been around for three and a half
years. Melles and Araya Asfawn, the
owners, are both Howard graduate-S.

According to romance 1 1apguage

Professor Dr. Marie-Line 1Sephocle,
courtesy is what sets Hov•ard Copy apart
from any other business.

I

''The owner is always p1resent and

ij

my business just because it an African
business," Sephocle said.
Another attraction, Melles said, that
keeps his customers Joyal is their level
of quality at a low price. For example,
Howard Copy's faxes and color printing
is 50 percenl cheaper than Kinko ·s.
Howard Copy's oversize copies are $1 1
while Kinko's is $3. Me11¢s also says
that, ''90 percent of their services are
cheaper than Kinko's.''
Gayle Selelsky, mangager of Kinko 's,
said she doesn 't view her arrival as a
threat to Howard Cl'PY·
''They are al\\·ays going to have a loyal
following since they have been here

longer than we have. We both offer differenl services. I do some things thal he
[Melles] does not do, and he idoes things

that I do don 't do," Selelsky iaid.
''When I can't offer a semiice, sometimes I send them down the Istreet." she

i.

added.

~
~

,
••
'

Most student organizations, like the
Unde rgraduate Student Association and
the Graduate Student Association, use
Howard Copy exclusively, but others
like the Arts and Sciences Student
Council uses both.
"We use both Howard Cop y and
Kinko's because it 's always safe to have
a safeguard. Whenever Howard Copy is
open that's what we 'll use. but sometimes lhey ·re closed, and' then we use
Kinko 's. Kinko's also has access to
faster, quicker equipment, '' said
Administrative Assistant to the Arts and

for the classes should be completed

'

courteous to students and facplty. If they
were not courteous I v.·ouldn'1t give them

I

r

Hilltop Staff Writer

Howard Copy, he has lo}·a] cJstomers.

'''
~'

I

1

By O.ver1 01wkln1
Hilltop Staff Writer

According Sahlee Melles, cb-owner of

•'
I'

·students
register
by phone
to avoid
lines

'

before using DISC. Worksheets are
located in the The Student Reference

••.•..

-. '

Manual and Directory of Classes.
''It's easier to get the classes and teach·
ers you want. Standing in line will take
you about two hours, bul over -the phone
it takes only 10 minutes," Sophomore

Leslie Hale said.
Sh~ell

~o by AyoU C•rnbell

A real reason to cry: Bridget Walker waa dlaquallfted to comrete In the Miss Howard pageant; however the School of
Business Student Council says Walker wlll remain the offlcla school queen
By Yol•nda O'Qulnn

Hilltop Staff Writer

"

Miss School of Business Bridget Walker was dis-

qualified from the Miss Howard Pageant because she
was short three credit hours of the 30-credit hour
requirement for the Miss Howard Pageant.
The criteria set by the Homecoming Steering
Committee for the Miss Howard Pageant requires that
representatives from each scliool be single, female and
officially enrolled Howard University. The undergrad·
uate representatives must have a cumulative grade
point average of2.S.
The student councils of all the schools and colleges
have the option of selecting a representative to participate in the Miss Howard Pageant. The councils devel-

op their own application for their school pageant
''Each school has their own guidelines, we had a
discrepancy with ours," coordinator for the· Miss

School of Business Pageant, Kizzie Bo\\·man, said.
The application for School of Business represe.ntative never stated that the 30 credit hours had to be
earned at Howard. Walker is a transfer student.
According to Daanen Strachan, associate director
for student activities, 'i.he Miss Howard Pageant coordinator, Artimese Williams, sent a letter in September ·
to each student council requesting that she receive a
list of applicant names. .
This was done to make sure that applicants would
be qualified for the Miss Howard Pageant before they
entered the school pageants. According to Strachan,
only the College of Arts and Science submitted the
names.
"This is an unfortunate situation. If she [Walker}
had known the steering committee's criteria she
wouldn't have enter the contest," Strachan said.
Last year Miss Liberal Arts Brooks Barrick was
disqualified because she had not earned at least 30

credit hours at Howard.
''I hate to see Ms. Walker not being able 10 participate, but we have guidelines, and she is ineligible,"
said Director of Student Activities Belinda LightfootWatkins.
According to Watkins , the Homecoming Policy
Board has asked that the HofJlecomi ng Steering
Committee 'look at this situation and to make suggestion$ to avoid this from occurring in the future.
''One suggestion is to have a brochure that gives the
Miss Howard Pageant criteria and'-other fac1s about
the role of Miss Howard and make all contestants at a
local level come to the office and pick it up ,"
Lightfoot-Watkins said.
''The School of Business will have a representative
in the Miss Ho~· ard Pageant. Lady Tucker, first run·
ner-up, will be in the pageant.'' Bowman said .
According to Bowman. Walker is still officially
Miss School of Business.

Williams, a junior majoring in
qiarketmg, agreed. ''I think that this sys·
tern is better because I already have my
classes. I would not be able to register
until Friday in the School ofllusines.s
because of my last name," Williams said.
In the past, students thou2bt that
DISC was only for those in the School of
Business. Ho\\'ever, now it is available
to the entire University.
''The School of Business saw the value
of DISC and instructed its students to use
it. In the past, 75 to 80 percent of those
who used DISC were in the School of
Business,'' Franklin said.
So far, there haven't been any major
problems with the DISC systCm.
However, because of the limited number
of lines, the system is continuously busy.
"The capacity is not large ellO\lgh for
the population that we are tcying to serve.
We ' re looking at another $20,000 to
increase the number of lines." Franklin
said.
According to Franklin, those cxpc:ri·
encing proOlems are not following direc·
tions or are responding too slo\\·ly.
"We are fmding that students calling in
wilh problems are not reading the
instructions and arc trying to take shoo·
cuts. If students respond slO\\'I)'. it \\ill
time out on you," Franklin said.

•

Please see Kinko's, page A7.

Money woes keep band at home

Salute to Black
Achievers '
acknowledges
excellence
By Arlckll We1tbrook1
Hilltop Staff Writer
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By Llrry W. Brown

Hilltop Staff Writer

•

Howard University President,
Franklyn G. Jenifer, is.sued a warning 10
integrationists and lawmakers, intending •
to dismantle Historically Black Colleges
and Universities (HBCU 's) , through ~
legislation or Supreme Court ruling ,
when he accepted his award for excellence in education at ''Salute to Black
· Achievers '' luncheon Sunday. The luncheon sponsored the Undergraduate

•

\'

Student Assembly (UGSA) .
''There are a lot of institutions in the
country that ~ill turn white but this one
cenainly won't," Jenifer said.
Photoe by A.yob C.mbell
"Salute to Black Achievers'' was held
to honor positive people changing the ·Charlene Drew.Jarvis gives a gracious acceptance for her
attitudes of America. The event was pre- recognition of excellence In public service by UGSA.
viously called ''The Salute to Black
Women'' and ''The Salute to Black Men ''
but this year the events were combined.
This was the eleventh annual event.
"With so many of our children born·
barded by negative images of AfricanAmcricans in the mass media and sur·
rounded by the vices of drug dealing and
consumption ,we ha~e no choice but to
rally around those individuals whose
works signal the infinite possibilities of
the individual ," UGSA coordinator
Tracy Mcferrin said.
The honorees were: public servant
Charlene Drew Jarvis for excellence in
public service, corporate executive and
Chairman of ihe Howard University
.&
Board of Trustees chairman, Wayman
'I'
Smith III for excellence in business;
• ~ .. 1 ..
~ ,,
r .
television anchor Pat Lawson Muse for
excellence in communications; Howard
University astronomy and physics pro·
fessor Dr. Benjamin Peery for excelDawn Lewla, Jennifer Whatley, vice-coordinator of UGSA,
lence in aslronomy; actress, dancer aild
and President Jenifer converae during luchencheon.
singer Dawnn Lewis in entertainment.

,_ "

.,,,,

•

I

The Howard University ~arching
Band is facing financial difficulties this
season that has eliminated funds for
traveling to away games.
On Sept. 28, the band went to
Philadelphia when the football team
played Temple University and traveled
to Indianapolis, Ind. to play at The
Circle City Classic a week later. But it
'didn't travel to the Bethune-Cookman
game on Oct. 12 and will not travel to
North Carolina A & T this weekend
because of University-wide budget cuts .
According to Richard Lee, head band
director, the Office of Choirs and Bands
was left with very little money to aid the

marching band' s traveling expenses.
''The budget is very limited, money had
to be used to purchase instruments and
auxiliary 11niforms," he said.

Tracey Stewart, the 1991-92 band
president, also sa id that the band
doesn't receive money front the football
game receipt s. She said she feels the
lack of financial aid to the band has
lowered the morale of some of the
members.
''People aren't motivated because of
lack of financial aid and the secondr

class treatmenl [of the band] by the
University. The administration ex~cts
excitement from the band, but are not
willing to sacrifice funds," Stewan said.
Stewart petitioned the University for
mo11ey to help defer th; costs of travel,-

ing to the three away games. She sent
letters to President Franklyn G. Jeni fer
and Raymond Archer, dean of Studcn1
Life and Activities.
...
''The administration's priorities are
very confused. They feel that the away
football games will be just as successful
without the band," she said. Stewart
said she feels that the administration
views the imponance of the band differently from students.
Bobby Singficld, a sophomore
majoring in business management, said
the marching band is the primary reMOn
most students go to aw~ay football
games .
''The band is the highlight of the
game .: The excitement turns the games
into a social event," Sing'field said.

,

'Official' step shows can be misleading

,

•

Sigma Fraternity, Inc.
Barrett quickly pointed out that the
post-game show is not in conflict with
With Homecoming 1991 just days Howard's.
''The off campus show will be an
away, Howard students are being bombarded with the usual fliers promoting event catering to family and friends
various homecoming events. However, who may not be arriving in D.C. until
many students -may be misled by fliers ' Friday,'' Barrett said.
''It will be a larger event with cash
advertising ''official'' homecoming
prizes of $1200 going to the winners,
events.
Such is the case witli the two step and a portion of the proceeds will be
shows being held during homecoming going to Martha 's Table, a local shelter
week. Howard's Pan-Hellenic Council, for the homeless," he added.
The two events will be held on sep·
which serves as a regulatory organization for member fraternities and sorori- arate nights to prevent any conflict.
ties, is sponsoring the only official The steering committee's step show
Homecoming step show after the will be held Oct. 3~'n Burr
Gymnasium and the post- me show
Homecoming game.
But the Homecoming Steering will be the following Satur y at the
Committee is also sponsoring a step Miracle Faith Center at 1134 Third St.
show that ''will bring ~award 's greeks N.E.
Even though many students attend
together with the arinual event to display their talents," according to senior both step shows, some do not see the
Jason Barrett, a member of Phi Beta need for two .
By Son)• Morrrl•
Hilltop Staff Writer

•

"I'm going to the show at the
Miracle Faith Center because other
students tell me that Howard's isn't

that big of a deal," said Sophomore
Brian Stockton.
"I went to the one there last year
and I'd rather spend the extra dollars
to see a good show," Stockton added.
Elizabeth Lloyd, president of the
Pan·Hellenic Council, doesn't see any
collaboration between the council and
the steering committee for future step
shows.
''It would be nice for the two to
work togetber1 but traditionally the
steering committee hasn 't asked the

.'

-

'

council for help," Lloyd said.
Monifa Tippitt, coordinator of the
homecoming step show, could not be
reached for comment.
The Oct. 30 step show begins at 7
p.m. and tickets for students are $8.

The Nov, 2 step show begins at 6 p.m.
and admission for the firsl 1,000 is $7.

,

•

•

I
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By RtnM Jontt

Hilltop Staff Writer
Here is a preview of the campus
•

queens and the School of

Business representative who will
be competing in the Miss Howard
Pageant this Sunday at 7:00 p.m.

:Miss Co(fe.ge of :Fine 5lrts

in Cramton Auditorium. Each
contes tant bio consists of the
name, major, classification,
hometown, and talent performed
in the schoo l and college
pageants. Each contestant also
answered why they wanted to be
Miss Howard.

'

•
'

Miss Co{fe.ge of ~rts anrf Sciences

Miss Co{fe.ge of 'J{ursing
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')"o[antfa 'Tamu Sne[[
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' junior, musi':al theater
Los Angeles, Calif.
. song and dance combination
''I wish to be an example of a higher self esteem. I

beliC\'e our self awareness and self importance are
extremely important w~.cn face with today's trouble
obstacles.''

Cassanrfra Mccrary

Janice Stone

dren all over the country know that if they are
col lege bound. African-American colleges arc
absolutely competitive and should be highly
conside red," Sutherland said_.
Not only has Sutherland conveyed this message by lecturing throughout the year, but she
has
been

By Roger Evan•
Hilltop Staff Writer

junior, microbiology
Kingston, Jamaica
dramatic interpretation

''There has never been a Caribbean student who
has been Miss Howard, Howard is an international
university, I feel I'll be the best representative."

.

'

Miss Co[fe.gt ~[{it.a Jleafth.

Nicole Sutherland's reign as Miss Howard
will come to a successful end Sunday night
when she passes on the crown to the next campus queen.
able
The talented 21-year-old senior majoring in
jazz studies has spent the last year representing
Howard University throughout the city and
country. Unfortunately, Sutherland said
she feels people have no idea what
Miss Hov.•ard does or have a misunderstanding of how she rep·
resents Howard.
• "' . •
Sutberland stresses that r._ ~
the role of Miss Howard
~:' ~ ._
is a role of leadership.
~- ~f
fl'';i .
"Many people think
• ~,fJf,1 .:t,~;,
that Miss Howard is a ~ ~/!'.~·- -,,~~ ~
queen v.·ho sits on
.~ '
her throne and
~
V
waves," she sa id.
'' Miss Howard
has to develop an
agenda, do proposals, she develops a budget and
pushes for that
budget in meetings before a policy board."
Sutherland is
the first Miss ,
Howard to have a
budget because she
developed her own
agenda before she
took office.
The
theme
of
Sutherland's agenda was
education, and she spent
much of the )'Car stressing
the importance of an education to youth across the cit)'·
Sutherland devoted time and
enC rgy to many educational programs this year including Projec_t 2000
and National Trio Day, which are both programs geared toward motivating disadvan·
t o
taged youth. She also lectured at elementary
captivate the
and high schools and did student recruitment
1
attention
of
many
people
by
performing
her
and freshman orientation programs.
While presenting her theme of education to musical talents.
'' l was able to incorporate my talent and
youth, Sutherland's goal was one with the
innovative thought into the Miss Howard lega·
Howard University family in mind.
''My goal was to let African-American chil· cy and into my presentation throughout the
A

'r;

•

Cassanrfra 'lJich.e{fe. (jray
junior, medical technology
Milwaukee, Wis.
dramatic interpretation .

.

''Miss Howard should be professional, dedicated to
the position and willing to work to uphold tradition.
I would be a good representative for_the University,
and I would like to accept challenge of ~ulfilling this
task."

'

year," she said.
Sutherland showered the Howard University
family with pulsating, Often show-stopping
performances. She performed at The Martin
Luther King Jr. Memorial Program, the
President Franklyn Jenifer 's WelcomeFest,
Annual Spring Arts Festival, and the College
of Fine Arts Student Council Homecoming. ·
While concentrating on achieving her goal,
Sutherland has had many high points during
her reign. Among them: the president's
inaugural ceremony and the dedication of a bus to Rosa Parks .
''The Rosa Parks dedication
was a high point for me
because I was faced with
someone who had change
our history and contributed so much to being a
woman ," Sutherland
.said.
Womanhood 1s
·important
to
.suttierland because
1it is wtiat Miss
!Howard represents
•along witti leader.ship and sctiolastic
actiievement, alt
characteristics she
displayed this
!Summer in the

•

•
•
•
JUntor,
nursing
Fort Valley, Ga.
dramatic interpretation

"I feel that I can be a caring , yet an informed
Miss Howard, and I have a lot of plans that I want to

implement.''
•

•

Miss Scfioo{ of 'Enginllring

IMiss Collegiate
African-American
Pageant. In fact,

Sutherland displayed
what Miss Howard
represents so well ttiat
she was named second
runner-up.
."I entered the Mi ss
Collegiate
AfricanAmerican pageant because
Howard had never been represented before in the pageant, and
I felt I could represent Howard in a
good and superior way," she said.
A reception wilt be held Nov. 6 in the
Hilltop Lounge to present Sutherland witti
the scholarship money she won in the pageant.
Sutherland explained that Miss Howard
makes countless public appearances throughout her reign. Her main objective was to
recruit for the University and be a spokCsper-

~

Jocefyn 'T. 'linsfe.y

junior, mechanical engineering
Houston, Texas
dramatic interpretation
''I want to disprove the myth regarding engi-

neering & sciencermajors involvement in the
University, and I want to involve myself positively within the community."

son.

''Every time I go out there, I work for the

Please see Sutherland page A7

•

•

,

'Th.e

Sch.oo{

of . 'Business

Miss Sch.oo{ of

Miss Scfioo{ of Communications
•

I

~rch.itecture

Miss Scfioo{ of 'Ea11cation

•

•

,
'
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l,

.Larfy 'Tuc~r

'( "

'lJepefsh.a j{f.nee 'Iliomas
'

junior, marketing
Huntsville, Ala.
violinist

.

nMiss Howard can exemplify that our people can
be talented, intelligent and articulate. I would ~

looked at as a· role model

b~

youth and also the

African-American population at large."

'

sophomore, broadcast journalism
Atlanta, Ga.
dramatic interpretation

''l want to be Miss lioward University because I
feel I represent everything Howard stands for :
excellence, perseverance, individuality, and dedication to the Afrjcan-American community.

'

,

.Lisa Mari!. Jones

Tiffany fate Jonnson

•

junior, architecture
Indianapolis,lnd.
dance

.
.

"With the prestige that comes with the Mt~s
Howard crown, it would be a honor lo represent this .
University in various settings like conferences,

workshops, and other pageants."

.

junior, elementary education
Hyde fark, NY
.
dance
'

of all, I would like to be Miss Howard
because it is a challenge and second, because I can
"First

continue my involvement and dedication to my

school and the University on a larger scale."
1
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HUSA Constitution: Just say no

'

L
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•
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Last summer, a group of elected student leaders
gathered to take a long-hard look at the structure of
the Howard University Student Association
(HUSA) with the intention of revising its constitution. The fruits of that meeting and seve_ral subsequent ones are shown in a revised,'HuSA constitu·
tion which was presented ~o the HUSA Policy
Board earlier this semester.
''
This revised constitution provides for a programming board, a Supreme Board of Appeals, an
Undergraduate Board Liaison, Graduate Board
Liaison, undergraduate student board and graduate
student board.
The document which was presented is replete with
inconsistencies and ambiguities and does little to
solve the central problems facing Howard student
government: inefficiency, duplication of services
and lack of quorums at its meetings.
Presently, HUSA has three different budgets
which must be approved by the General Assembly.
Both the Undergraduate Student Assembly (UGSA)
and the Graduate Student Assembly (GSA) have
budgets. All three bodies have a financial advisor to
manage these accounts. They also have a set of
programs for both semesters. But do students support these programs ?
If a Howard student attended ·all of the programs
these organizations plan, be or she would hardly
have time to study. This is the first year that all three

bodies have not had grievance directors. UGSA and
GSA just recently obtained a grievance director.
Last week when the HUSA General Assembly
finally did obtain its first quorum of the semester,
hours were taken to debate the "THREE" different
budgets which had to be adopted. ls this student
government structure indicative of the great minds
which this institution produces each year?
Much of the discussion by our elected officials has
focused on the lack of funds for these organizations.
The four budgets adopted by the general assembly
last week totaled $120,817. If we add the approxi·
mately $60,000 budget of UGSA, we would have
$180,817 foT Howard student government, not
including GSA's budget. Certainly that should adequately meet the needs of Howard students.
The members of the HUSA Policy Board and the
HUSA General Assembly ought to give a strong
"NO" vote to the revised constitution and send
those elected official back to the drawing board.
Tile vision implicit in the proposed constitution is
not adequately articulated though the the proposed
changes. They do not go far enough. These officials should stop "politicking" and propose a consti·
tution that is the best for Howard students. THE
HILLTOP Editorial Board advocates one budget,
one H.U.S.A. General Assembly and one H.U.S.A.
staff. It's the right thing to do for Howard, for students and for the future.
'

A Word on Tuition
The tuition increase over the past several years are
part of a trend that will probably never stop.- that is
unless, for the first time in history, the general price
level declines, which .is highly
unlikely in an eco.
.
nomic system that thnves on growth and expansion.
Because of this, annual tuition increases are to be
expected and, quite honestly, Howard, per se, is
hardly to blame. Their costs are constantly increasing and the University is constantly trying to
improve and expand. Such me¥ures cost money.
However, if Howard expects to become more competitive, then it must increase tuition. Tuition here
must be in line with the other first-level historically
black colleges and universities. In far too many categories Howard, while being a very good educational bargain, is not competitive and fllay even place
outside of the going rate in the market; faculty
compensation is far too low and administrative
salaries are far too high. Beside a proper and overdue transfer of resources from administrators to faculty, there needs to be an absolute increase in the
available resources of the University.
By becoming more competitive and selective,
Howard is, quite naturally, going to become smaller
in its enrollment. This being the case, the tuition of
fewer students is going to have to support better fac·
ulty and facilities and technologically-advanced
research equipment. More than a simple response
to annual price rises, tuition increases are an inherent, implicit part of Howard 2000 and an integral
part of any attempt to become more competitive.
~

'

I

Novus 0rdo Seculorum , or New World Order,
is one of the main themes of George Bush's new
political agenda? Having never articulated precisely how his New World Order is structured or
who it includes, the black American community
has no reason to presume that our treatment will be
any better than it bas been in the past, nor will the
treatment and support given to Africa be any better
than it bas been since the 16th century when
Europeans beg the exploitation of Africa and
Africans.
This past esday's address at the Honors
Convocation y Ambassador Edward Perkins,
Directqr General of the Foreign Service and
.Director of Personnel, reminds us, the world leaders of tomorrow; of our need to play a more active
role in government service and foreign affairs.
Presently, foreign affairs are dominated by
European and ~~ro-deiicended males, surely the
New World Order will not dispossess them of the
power and authority that theii have accumulated
over the past four centuries.
Since Ambassador Perkins' bas assumed the
Direct2!.Geicrat\t the Ji:P.rei&Jl Service and the
f>rnft1mtf I f'hi(tiM;'1!~"11ilrefRn St!Vlcc as
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forcing those who cannot 'or will not pay the price to
go elsewhere. By increasing the tuition, the adminis·
!ration has forced prospective students to really consider the value of their education, and to assign it a

monetary value. By raising the cost of education,
Howard is able to attract students who place a high
value on education and will, consequently, be more
apt to appreciate, to contribute and to play a part in
the academic life and well-being of the University.
Tuition increases also help us to depend less and
less on the federal government for funding. If we
are a private university, should 60-10 per cent of our
budget come from federal funds? More important·
ly, what happens when the New World Order no
longer has the resources to fund Howard
University? Tuition must be raised in order to
ensure our own autonomy,
. That is not to say that tuition increases must be put
·through de rigueur; increases must reflect the
improving quality of faculty and facilities. As stu·
dents pay more, so they must demand more: better
faculty, better facilities and greater responsiveness
and attentiveness to students needs and concerns.
We are the ultimate beneficiaries of the education
we receive, therefore, we should be willing to bear
the ultimate costs. Tuition in.creases should initially
strive, along with annual inflation-based increases,
to reduce our federal dependence and then strive to
financially-equip us to be competitive well into the
21st century.

New Global
Focus
'

•

I

Tuition, or price, acts as a rationing mechanism,

\,

/
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Letter to ·the Editor
vide a deterrence to criminaJ activity.
As with any service of this type, it
needs the help of the students in two
major ways. The first is to use the program. For many years w€ have complained abotit the lack of safety while
We are finally here, the Howard moving through campus.
Now
Dear Editor:
University Student Patrol (formally the Administration has responded by proHoward University Escort and Monit9r viding the necessities for this program.
Service). The Patrol meniDers an'.d.1,. Now all that is left is for the students to
Once again , I am writing to commend
you and your staff for another superb
would like to welcome each "'~ild ev~t~ : · use it.
'
1ob of giving special attention to a major
one back to a new year.
The second way students must help is
The Howard University Student Patrol by volunteering. I know that we all have
campus activity which recently took
place on campus. The activity which I
is here to serve not only the students but time to vlunteer. By volunteering we
am referring to was the Annual Career
the entire Howard family. Our mission is show that we are becoming part of the
Day Program and your insert
two-fold. The first is to provide a safe solution and not part of the problem, If
escort to any member of the staff, faculty you are unable to give that much time,
'' Extensions'' helped to make it a
and student body, anywhere on campus. there are other ways you can help ..1 tremendous success (Sept. 27).
We also conduct escorts to neasby houses. Please stop by the security desk in the
As I mingled with the recru iters, I
This service is rendered from the hours of und.ergraduate library and finf out how
was asked over and over about how'they
4pm to 11 :45 pm, Monday through youcanhelp,orcall806·1087.
could purchase space in '' Extens ions''
Thursday and Sunday Spm to 9pm.
My final words are to those critics ~f
next year. Therefore. I am confident
The question now is '' How can I get the program. We are all capable of s1tthis service?'' If you are near a phone, ting back and talking about how bad i1 that you will be hearing from at least a
you can call 806-4624, or come to the something is, but only a few of us are ·-dozen new compan ies r,egarding adverUndergraduate library to the security mentally strong enough to do something
tisement space for next year.
desk and receive an escort. The officer about it. If Dr. King, Malcolm X or
Great job ! t
or Seargeant at the desk will take down Marcus Garvey had remained seated, we
Sincerely,
all necessary infonnation and will also would still be saying ''Yes, Sir'' and ''No,
get you a team.
Sir."
Our second mission is to be the ''Eyes
•
Peace, My Brothers and Sisters,
and Ears'' of Campus security. We conSteve A. Favors
Joel
Ferris
duct active patrolling and reconnaissance. ·
Vice President for Student Affairs.
Student Commanding Officer
This_part of our mi·ssion is there to pro-

Howard
.University
Student Patrol

Great extensions

I
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We Welcome Your Letters and Comments
THE HILLTOP welcomes your vie~s on any public issue. Faculty, administrators, staff, students and

alumni are encouraged to share their original i4eas and opioions.
We publish only material addressed 16 us. We routinely edit letters for space and correct errors of style.
spellin~ and punctuation. Letters as well as commentaries must be typed and signed, complete with tull address and
1
telephone number.
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page of THE HILLTOP are solely the views of 1he Editorial Board.
and do not neccessarily relfect the opinions of Howard University, its administration, THE HILLTOP Board or the
students.
Please address letters and comments to:
•

'

Editorial Editor
THEmUTOP
2251 Sherman Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20059

•
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well as the Peace Corps have been actively recruit·
ing minorities for service in world affairs. This is a
call to which we must respond. With the dawning
of a new age - a New World Order - the Africandescended community can no longer allow Eurodescended males to determine the fate of Africa
and other non-European lands and people.
As the world takes time out for a re-evaluation
George Daniels, Editor-In-Chier
and reconstitution of itself, it is up to us to seat •
ourselves at the table and be included in the orderDarrell Winston Hill, Editorial Editor
Jennifer
Golson,
Managing
Editor
ing of things to come. For too long the black comJohanna Wilson, Sports Edltor
Shauntae Brown, Campus Editor
munity bas been much concerned, but not involved
Damon Dozier, Assistant Sportl Editor
Yolanda O'Quinn, Assistant Campus Editor
Tiffany Anderson, He•lth and Fitness Editor
in decisions that affect us (to use a line by Stevie
Karen Good, Tempo Editor
Shawnee Smith, International Editor
Wonder). Programs in public policy and interna·
Candi Meriwether, Local I National Editor
Donna Lee, Chief Copy Editor
tional affairs that recruit and support minorities are
Tasha Hailey, Business and Finance Editor
Joun ice Nealy, Copy Editor
Keith Leadbetter, Design Director
surfacing in abundance; we must simply become
Tracy Vinson, Copy Edltor
· Ron Sullivan, Production Assistant
aware of them.
Aricka Westbrooks, Proofreader
Rodney
Reynolds,
Head
Artist
Programs are offered every year at Howard that
Topja Dandy, Assistant to the Editor
Edgar Bastien, Photography Editor
send students abroad to gain an international perspective on world affairs; we must simply take
•
advantage of them. Everyday decisions·are made
in the halls of governments and in foreign conJeffrey C, Scott, Business Manager
·
sulates that affect us and our people; we must simBrian D.Nevel,AAhall 'cMe-11
John Jacks, Business Assistant
ply begin to play a role and to affect a change in
Kevin Armstead, Adverdlill AlllllMt
Alicia Chambers, omce Man11er
the policies that affect us and our people.
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for using in recent years. Throughout the

We recently witnessed one of the
most disgraceful events in recef!t United

they could be. The democrats forced

Clarence Thomas. Now that a lot of the
smoke has cleared, I am able to form my
opinion concerning the battles that took
place and make my final assessment of
Judge Thomas; some battles you may
have seen and some-you may not have
seen.
'
The democrats showed that they can
play the under-handed politics which the
republicans have developed a reputation

· ---.-- -

•

Scott McCullom

confirmed Supreme Court Justice

-~,,_----------
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States history on national telev~sion - the
second confirmation hearings for newly-

•

hearings, both parties proved how evil
Anita Hill, a professor and woman who
never wanted to go public with her allegations, into the public light where she

could be and was destroyed by the
media. Not to mention deemed a liar and
was treated like a perjurer by the republicans on the Judiciary Committee.
The democrats. by forcing Professor
Hill to come forth with her information
concerning Judge Thomas, put her in a
no-win situation. The matcb that was
created was Professor Hill versus George

Bush, the most powerful single person in
the United States, and all of his com-

rades. In essence, we have the classic

battle between man and woman. If histo·
ry is any indication, nine out of ten times

this batde is won by the man. The same
argument can be made for a battle
between an A"frican-American and a
white American, or a rich person versus a
poor. Neither the African-American, nor
the poor person has much of a chance to

win any type of disagreement of injustice
that requires judges or a decision.
All those battles were disturbing, but

the battle that agitated me the most was
the black on black battle. This was a bat·
tie orchestrated by white men in an effort

to achieve their party's goal while creat·
ing a circus atmosphere where two

African-Americans could tell completely to think for themselveS.''
Thomas were used in a political competidifferent stories regarding their relationThe shameful, but foreseeable out· tion between democrats and republicans
ship in front of the entire nation. I can- come of the second hearings is that two that is now becoming detrimental to the
not help but wonder if_the treatment of outstanding and relatively young people Am<rican people.
Professor Hill and the outcome of the have suffered irreparable damage. The
After Speaking with Judge Thomas on
hearings would have been different had dishonor that came out of .the second several IJC;asions, 1 mentioned in a pre·
Professor Hill been a white woman.
hearings was forced on two African- vious article that I believe he will surNow that Judge Thomas is an associ· American by people who knew and prise his critics. I have believed that
ate justice on the United Stated Supreme understood that nothing good could pos- Judge Thomas was a closet liberal from
Court, he must realize that he is a mem- sibly happen to either Professor Hill or the beginning of the process. Now it is
ber of a court chosen to cause no trouble Judge Thomas once the process was fin. Jime for him to come out of the closet. I
and gradually diminish individual rights. ished. Thomas was going to be con- fear the longer it takes Judge Thomas to
After making that realization, I expect firmed regardless of what Professor Ill come out of the closet, the sooner our
Judge Thomas to conduct himse lf the said during her testimony, considering rights will vanish.
way he did when he referred to the the Senate, for the most part, voted the
The writer is a senior in the School of
attacks on him as ;/ "high·tech lunching way it was going to vote after the initial
for uppity blacks who in any way deign hearings . Anita Hill an~ Clarence Communications.
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Who is Openi~g Convoc,a tion For?
ThoMos'
l-/1!Jh-7ech
Lynchin .

Armand Jones
On Friday, September 27, 1991, I for
the first time in my four-plus years at
Howard Unive rsity, attended the
Opening Convocation which celebrates
the beginning of eh scholastic schbol
year 1991-92. Previously, I only welcomed this annual event as the best
excuse Howard could give me for missing classes. Convocatio n usually
afforded me time to tend to other scholarly events, i.e. daily yard party/fashion
show, punch out etc.). As I entered
Cramton Auditorium on that momen tous occasion, I felt as though I was
being invited to a sort of '' nigger
Heaven'' as I was asked to sit in the elevated cheap seats behind many of our
distinguished alumni, professors, scholars and the acad~mically privileged.
This blatant example of classism and
separatism has forced me to ask: ''Who
is Convocation really for?"
As I sat and listene d to the
Honorable L. Douglas Wilder and reveled in the fact that there is a Howard
man who knows from whence he came,

,.

I was still unclear as to whom he came
to address. The Opening Convocation
is, in my opinion, a celebration ·for the
beginning of the school year marking
the coming together of the descendants
of slaves to increase their intellect as
well as prepare future generations for
what to expect from an ignorant society

that still judges one by the color of his
skin. It is for Howard students to learn
more of what Howard is about from
those who know what Howard is about.
It is for the sixth grade students fr9Wi.
Cooke Elementary School to get a
chance to see and hear someone in person with the magnitude of an L.
Douglas Wilder, so that their aspirations

will not be limited to those allowed by
the mental chains that hinder one's

potential.
Now I am almost certain that many
of Howard's academically privileged
alumni, professors and scholars are
quite generous contributors to the
Mecca of not only black higher education, but universal higher education.
Does that afford them the right to separate the academically lettered from

those that had the courage, in this day
apd age, to attempt to obtain a degree?

Clearly I say to you, in the words of L.
Douglas Wilder, "If we do not exist in
this nation as one people, we cannot
survive." The separation of student and
faculty is one thing, but the blatant division of the Howard University community is only going to cause blacks, as·a

people, to digress, leaving all of the
tuition, grants, scholarship, validating,
studying, test ta)iing and hopefully
~duating an aKempt in vain.
'ln closing, I would ask that in the

future, the planners of such annual cele·

' foo \e6 yoo.
D\cn'r r.

,
r ,-

brations consider that we are all de·scen-

,4J

dants of slaves, all off of the same ship
and that we are all in this struggle
together. Communal events such as
Convocation, Charter Day and
Graduation should not represent a fo~
of division in the black community, but

quite the contrary • a coming together
of a common people that share a com~on purpose and a common g~I.

The writer is senior"in the College of
Arts and Sciences.
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Many Ways
to Skin a
Cat
•

Marc Battle
When I came to Howard University
three years ago, I thought that this was
to be the Capstone of free thinking.
Instead, I have found that too many stude nt s stick with stereotypical views
they have harbored since grade school
and high school. What bothers me the
most is the very narrow-minded views
they have about black leaders in govemment, grass-roots organizations, and
mainstream organizations. Leaders
that are common! y Called radical have
been labeled as baseless, confused or

•

what is the best way to get home.
However, if you are outside the city
limit"s, everyone has their own shortcut
to take.
During the civi l rights era, there
were many different groups fighting for
black empowerment. We had Martin
Luther King , Jr., the National
Association for the Advancement of
Colored People and other religious
leaders taking a peaceful, conservative
route. On the other hand, people like
Malcolm X and the Nation of Islam had
a more direct philosophy. Later, Huey
P. Newton, Bobby Seale and the Black
Panther Party look the efforts to a fur!her level. While different groups bad
diffe r'e nces between them, they all
needed one another. The conservatives
and the radicals provided a much need- ~
ed balance for the movement to survive
throughout the 1960's and earlf 197Q's.
Conservatives often do not make
enough noise in the community.
Sometimes the government is content
to let them march peacefully if they do
not create too much commotion. On

'
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The FeaF of
Farrakhan
.If

Omar Tyree
The simple question ''Are you a follower of Farrakhan ?'' causes many
black Americans to pause, think an give
an illusive answer: ''Well, I believe that
a lot of things he says are true, but I am
not a follower. Plus, I am not Muslim."
Correction, Farrakhan brings a com-

plete message to all people and to all

more conservative leaders are called
sell-outs, Uncle Tom's and bourgeois
negroes.
lt bas quickly become apparent to
me that this is what the powers that be

cal are squashed before they can ,be
effective. Their methodology is often
labeled divisive and thus much of their
intended audience is turned off before
listening to what they have to offer.

common goal." This flexibility of ideas
was like a breath of fresh air for me
after being bombarded with the opinions of people who claim to be authorities on the man.

would like for black people to do. If we Radical groups do not have the lifespan

Division of a people is the best way

religious- groups. His criticism of the
Western world is one of truth and no
one had denied that. However, false
perceptions, human fear and ignorance
have always led to the denial of great
leaders. •
During biblical times, Noah prepared
an ark for the· coming of a great rain
which was the first destruction of the

to collectively keep them down. When
Africans were first brought to the
Americas as slaves, tribes and families
were divided to create a language barri-

er and prevent any organization.

ernment will chose to deal with the cials are being investigated at a rate
least threatening organizations, but why many times higher than their white
should they do that if they can pit them counterparts. However, since they are

Today, families are. forced to break up
before they can receive welfare servicos. We need to bo unified in a cause,'

against their black brothers and sisters? not proven guilty in disproportionate

while still keeping our diversity o
methodology. It ia aaid that two beads
are better than one, so let's be tolerant
and allow a multitude of opinions. AJ
long u todllllquea are not contradictory,
let them all be tried until one worb.

•

I believe that we as a race are so far numbers, accusations of harwment are

•

away from where we should be that valid. Simple unfounded accusations

•
•
•

)

is all productive and working toward a

issues. Some people say that the gov· that ever. Black public and elected offi·

.
'•

· Food or.Thought

without a legitimate agenda. Those the other hand, groups that are too radi·

are so busy arguing among ourselves of conservative ones, and conservative
over who are the true leaders of today, groups do not have the instant impact ·
those leaders have no time to lead and that radicals do.
the people have no time to examine the
Today the need for balance is greater
•
•

tion. This causes some politicians to
temper their agendas for fear of polilical downfaJI. Grassroots leaders do not
have these worries. Many politicians
are afraid to align themselves with
grassroots mare radical leaders for fear
of being found guilty by association.
However, if more would take the risk, it
may very well result in a stronger base
for both both parties involved.
The problem is also one of ignoranee. People who perpetuate the negative ideas usually do not have a clear
understanding of the organizations or
people of whom they speak. In fact, I
believe that black leadership across the
board is very recej>tive to new ideas.
However, until viable new ideas are
brought forth, leaders can only go by
what has been effective in the past.
· Last year I spoke witbia.wame Ture
(formally Stokley Carmichael) about
joining his " All-Afri~an People's
Revolutionary Party. I was not sold on
everything that they stood for, so he
said: "Well stay with the NAACP and
any other work you are doing because it

there are a multitude of ways to reach can ruin a politician's career, while

that point. If you are a block from your leaders outside of the political arena are
house, there should be no quanel as to harder to take down short of assassina·

I

Moses led his people to the dessert of

(UNIA). Marcus Mosiah Garvey led

Shur. And they got impatient and
hollered: ''Moses has deceived us!
Moses has led us into the dessert to
starve and die! .. They strayed from the

over three million black people with
300 branches in the U.S. He spoke of
black pride, self-worth, ownership and
return to the motherland of Africa. He

message and the wrath came down and

had the largest following of any black

swallowed them whole. Moses was a
militant warrior, like Farrakhan.
lesus came and after healing the
sick, feeding the starving and delivering
the message of righteousness, the people strayed again. The Romans made
Jesus out to be an evil man and the
crowd responded ''Crucify him!
Crucify him!''
Even after •~e
Crucifixion, the Apostles did nOl
believe in Jesus q.ntil after the resurrec·
tion. And now many years later, we
praise him. And Jesus, the son of God,
was a messenger, like Farrakhan.
The criticism is that Farrakhan
teaches hate. The same criticism was
applied to Malcolm X. He had so much
fire that even Elijiah Muhammad, the

man ever had in America. Garvey was
a great leader and organizer, like
Farrakhan.
However, blacks have been trained
to fear .. radical" mes.sages of independence and militant truth. Most would
rather here a message of peace and har·
mony. Of course, because we are the
children of God and we express. more
love than any race. But at the same
time, the deception of blacks by those
of the Western world has turned many
of us into monsters deceiving and
killing our own. Recently we had the
Anita Hill and Judge Oarence Thomti
issue. Blacks must begin to think about
preserving their own people and their,
own integrity. Time is running out on

leader of the Nation of Islam, had

deception.

silenced l;lim. But now over 25 years
later, black America holds Malcolm M
such an important figure that they ugue
over what kind of movie should be

Many blacks have'tiever even heard
a full speech given by the Honorable
Minister Louis Fanakhan. From the
words of Chuck D of Public Enemy

made about him. Malcolm X spoke the

"Don't tell me that you understand until

true truth, like Farrakhan.
.
you here the man." He hu spoken on
Harriet Tubman led many blacks to ' saving the black family, stopping
freedom through the underground rail- domestic violence, being yourself aod

road, but only those who had heart were loving youi:self and on black leadership.
out, ''Noah is crazy! The man is mad I willing. to follow. She would say: But many of us hear that popular phrast
There Is not going to be rain! Noah is a "Anyone who turns back will be - "The white man is the devil," and loose
madman!" And it rained for 40 days killed," and she did not tolerate the all sight. but from the words of Sister
and 40 nights. Noah warned the people weak-hearted. So let uslalk aboui mill· · SouIJah "Black man, where is your
to prepare for a destruction, like tance. No slave ever turned back. heart? If the truth hurts, you'll be. in
Harriet Tubman was a die,hard soldier pain. And if the truth drives you cnzy,
Farrakhan.
you'll be in sane." So let us learn to Ii•·
Then Moses came along arid for freedom, like Farrokllln.
In the 1920'1 came a black man from ten lo the me1111e before critizing
demanded that the Egyptian pharoh let
the Hebrews free. "Let my people gol" Jamaica, and he formed the United about somethln1 we know nothing
he demanded. The Red Sea parted and Negro Improvement Association about.

•

earth by water. And the people hollered

I

'

I

•
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by Candi Meriwelher
Hilltop Staff Writer

THE 1991 SUPREME COURT

Judge Clarence Thomas' confirmation to the Supreme Court Tuesday
rounding his nomination, and raises new
questions about his pcsition
As an associate JUStice of the highest
court in the country, Thomas will serve a ·
life appointment on the bench, making
decisions that can change the face of the
earth.
Thomas' appointment came on the
heels of a graphic senate meeting hearing allegations that he sexually harassed
university of Oklahoma law school pro~

196~

Harry Blackmun

appointed by Pres. Nixon

·William Rehnquist*

appointed by Pres. Nixon

•

Sandra Day O'Connor

appointed by Pres. Reagan

Antonin Scalia

appointed by Pres. Reagan

Anthony Kennedy

appointed by Pres. Reagan

1970
1971
1975
1981
1986
1988

David Souter
Clarence Thomas

appointed by Pres. Bush
appointed by Pres. Bush

1-990
1991

appointed by Pres. Ford

John Paul Stevens

fessor Anita Hill. Despite the strong,
sometimes graphic allegations by Hill of
sexually explicit conduct by Thomas, the
senate confirmed his nomination by a

small margin of 52-i$8, only two votes
more than he needed to win the confir• mation.
Now that he has been confirmed,
questions about what Thomas will do to
help blacks in america arise

•

appointed by Pres. Kennedy

Byron White

ended three months of controversy sur•

•

•

1

•

\

•

•chief Justice

ALL JUSTICES ARE APPOINTED BY LIFE TERMS

H.U. students'lend ·
a hand to students
at Kentucky State

•

•

Ph.D. and Post-Doc., as well as B.S., and M.S. in all areas of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering.

"The majority of the out-of·state stu·
dents arc black!'', she said.
H~ltop Staff Writer
Accordin~ to Bassett, Wolfe 's pay
Editor's Note: Last week, due to increase was a result of campus·wide
equipment malfunction at the very last pay· increases and Wolfe's name
minute, we were unable to print the appeared on the list' accidentally. Wolfe,
entire text of this story. . The following then returned the excess money to the
is the full text of the story as reported by university in August. The personnel
problem, Bassett alleges, is the board's
Shawnee Smilh.
dissatisfaction of Wolfe's appointment of
The words, ''Students United Will Blacks in aJI the open vice·prcsidential
.
Never Be Defeated!'' may ring a familiar positions.
''The positions were open before
chord in the ears of some students , but
instead of picturing the Howard student Wolfe got here, Dr. [Mary] Smith {the
body packed in Howard's A-building, interim president] never appointed any·
picture 43 Howard students and several one for 18 months and she had the power
Kentucky State University students , to do so. Wolfe was only here for 15
demonstrating on Kentucky State months," Bassett said,
According to KSU's Student
University's (KSU) campus Saturday
Government President Kesha Stone,
afternoon.
What started out as a supportive move Hurne Hall was pack~ wjth KSU stu·
by Howard students, resulted in a cata· dents Thursday night, but the number
lyst for KSU student's victory. Angry began to dwiOdle once class time rolled
over the dismissal of their school's presi· around.
"I'd say there had to he ahout a good
dent, the students took over the adminis·
tration building, Hurne Hall, late fifteen students in the building when we
Thursday night at approximately 11:30 got there.'' said Elizabeth Phillips, a
>
Howard student who attended the
p.m~,
Oct. I0, 1991.
,
' e sit· in was a collective idea of the takeover.
Bassett
said
she feels the takeover lost
• studen leaders here, a las.t resort to get
the students concerns heard, ... said student support because of their
Sandra Bassett, spokeswoman for the Homecoming. "People just wanted to
start havin~ (un. ''
protest.
· According to some of the KSU stu·
The rust effort was a demonstration at
• the Kentucky's capital building in dents still in Hume Hall when Howard
'•
Frankfur~ Oct. 3, 1991.-"Al first I called students arrived, the media in the area
•
Tennessee State and Howard to get infor- downplayed the event and Gov. Wallace
mation about how they carried out their G. Wilkinson ignored the students'
>
protests ... what procedures they took," demands relayed during a demonstra·
'•
tion. He rcfu.sed to meet with, negotiate
Basset sajd,
with, or speak with the students. He also
refused to discuss the matter with Rev.
Jesse Jackson when he came to voice the
students concerns Oct. 6, 1991.
Steven Tate, ~leader of the student
'••
security team 'STRENGTH' on hand
••
during the takeover, said, "I'm glad Fay
and her posse came out to start rcgulat·
"I spoke to Malik {Ali] at HUSA ing because without them I don't know
[Howard
University i Student where we'd be."
Fay is short for Fay·Dra Fields, a
AssociationJ and he said that. they suppon us all the way, then he said they'd be Howard student who transferred from
down here so I said, 'Great, we need all KSU after three years. She was active in
the student government there and was
the support we 1can get'," she said.
With that goal in mind, 43 Howard well known on campus. She briefed the
students embarked on the road to Howard students on what type of envi·
Kentucky to aid KSU's fight for student ronment to expect once at the university.
"I think that their [Howard's] presrights. ''We're just here to be supportive,
not to run the show,'' many saiO during ence changed the whole tide, they struck
fear into their {the board's] hearts."
the ordeal.
KSU President Jotin T. Wolfe Jr. was Bassett said.
After Bassett, HUSA Vice President
fired by the university's Board of
Regents earlier this,month over allega· Patrice Grant and a KSU Alumni
tions that be increased his salary, Association representative spoke 'o dif·
neglected to address personnel and ferent facets of the media, negotiations
administrative concerns 1n a timely fash· began within two hours.
Negotiations included two KSU stu·
ion, knowingly exceeded lhe budget for
renovations of the official presidential dent representatives, President Wolfe;
house, submitted a six-year-plan, which KSU Alumni Association President
did not receive the input of the appropri· Vincent Bateman; Smith, the governor's
ate administrative staff, faculty or stu· liaison to KSU; and Regina Thomas,
dents, failed to effectively represeni special assistant to Jesse Jackson and
KSU in the bid for housing 1he Kentucky KSU alumna. The ne~otiations led to
Educational Cooperative headquarters amnesty for the participants of the
and allegedly sent 1,000 mail-grams, at takeover, the granting of five of the stu·
SS each, announcing the cancellation of dents demands and the olher four are to
the presidenti\1 inauguration cere- be decided on in a hearing scheduled
today.
monies.
At press-time, Bassett said Wallace
Sonya Roland also attributed the
takeover to a statement made by the was trying to revoke amnesty to the par·
board lhat the out-of-state students were ticipants, and 1he students were "trying
lowering the standar& of the university. to forget it ever happened."
ByS-Smlth

ome of the most complex technology
in the world all comes down to this.

•

Colgate-Palmolive brands are among the
most widely-utilized in the world.
Our research and development has
created a diverse line of consumer
products marketed in over 160 countries,
and exceeding $5.7 billion in sales.
Colgate toothpaste has even become the
frrst toothpaste to receive the Seal of
Approval from the Soviet Union's
Ministry of Health.

"... their [Howard's]
presence changed the
whole tide ... "Bassett
said.

·-·

Imagine that.
-.

•

Imagine working on complex
technological innovations that create
products used to benefit people around
the world.
Our Corporate Technology Center in
Piscataway, New Jersey is one of the
most advanced facilities in consumer
products, and encompasses all the
functions needed to develop a new
product and bring it to market.
We use all our considerable resources to
advance our science, develop cost·
effective process technology and help
bring to market products that deliver
superior consumer satisfaction.

•
•

Work of this scope requires a wide range
of disciplines, and the kind of
profess.ionals who are challenged and
motivated by the sophistication of our
science and engineering. If you are
looking for an environment where your

individual contributions and technical
abilities can help people everywhe.re, join
us at our Career Opportunities
Presentation. Find out why you should
seriously con'sider joining our organization.
•

We assure you. This is one career
opportunity that will make you smile.

Colgate-Pahnolive Career
Opportunities Presentation
Tuesday, October 29th, 5:30pni
Room 101, Chemistry Building

On·Campus Interviews
Wednesday, October 30th
Roo'n 102A, Chemistry Building
Li,11iled availability, so sign up early by
seeing the Chen1istry Department
Secretary Room 120, Chemistry Building.

For more information, call collect:
Jim Norfleet
Worldwide Director of Oral
Product Development
(908)878·7709, or see your college
placement office for more details.

•

•

U.S. Citizenship or Permanent Residency
required for employment.
Colgate-Palmolive Technology Center
909 River Road, P.O. Box 1343,
Piscataway, NJ 08855·1343.
We are committed to a culturally diverse
workforce mlf/hiv.

I

COLGATE-PALMOUVE COMPANY

•

You can do a world of good here.
'

•

•
•
I

I

•
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Bison
reflect

Student learn to
give "gift of life"

Bison from pg. A1

Donor from pg. A1

1

musical quarterba'cks." In recent
games, Coach Wilson has switched
According to the most recent statis·
quarterbacks after each quarter, each
tics taken in a 198:7 Dow Chemical·
series, and, in some cases, after each
Gallup poll, the number of blacks
play. With the team looking for leaderreceiving organ transplants is disproporship, it seems to be peculiar when a partionate when compared to the number of
ticular quarterback is not allowed to
blacks who are actually willing to
establish a niche' as a leader and motidonate organs. The results suggest that
vator.
while 32 percent of whites bequeath
The offense _has already proven that it
their organs only 11 percent of Blacks
can score points when senior quarterecho the philosophy.
back Donald Carr is in the game. A Carr
Experts said, however, the poll has
driven offense scored 62 points against
been a catalyst for change. The need for
Fayetteville State and 28 points against
black organ donors is finally being rec·
last year's MEAC champions, Florida
ognized.
State. Donald Carr knows how to use all
During the week pamphlets were d.is·
of the weapons at his disposal despite
tributed by campus organizations and
his 5· 11 frame.
,
displays were set up in the library and
Gary Harrell and Ryan Heathcock,
the Armor J. Blackburn University
the two most important weapons on
Ce nter. Seminars were held and Dr.
offe nse at wide receiver and running
Clive Callender, the director of the
back, respectively, seem to perform bettransplant center and vice chairman of
te r when Carr is in the game. By the
the department of surgery at Howard
way, attempts to play Donald Carr at
Hospital, gave an information session to
wideout are not the answer to the
further educate students.
Today a blood mobile will be located Bison's ills. Let the senior leader do his
thing. Although Carr has been called too
in front of the Armour J. Blackburn
.Cente r. This event, provided by the sho rt to guide the offense, but the
National Red Cross, will conclude the offense travels down the field when he
is in the game. Demond Arter, t.he other
week's activities.
HUSA officials said Organ ""quarterback, is 6-4, bul is a raw freshDonor Week was an attempt to prevent man talent.

. .

The main objective of organ donor
week is to increase donor awareness and
the number of signed organ donor cards.
HUSA officials said, the programs and

events that took place this we;ek were an
attempt to dispel many of the myths and
misconceptions about organ donation
that exist in the black community.

Although programs focusing on
organ donation have taken place at
Howard before, this is the first time an
entire week has been dedicated to the
recruiting and education of black organ
donors. Fisher hopes the program will
become an annual event.
''Often times we wait until that tragic
moment before we get 'gun-ho' about

things,·• Fisher said. "We should have a
black donor bank waiting for things like
this."
Officials said lack of information
is the main reason for the shortage pf
black organ donors. Also. man)' blacks
distrust the medical community and
believe they will be left to die so that
their organs can be used for some one
else. Other students have showed -con·
~em that their organs wil l go to whites
instead of blacks. Experts added that
religious reasons ma)' also pre\•ent
some from becoming organ donors.

'

/

Miss Howard
says farewell

'
''A successful queen is productiv!:,
visible,and
one who has persevered. Nicole h ~s been successful because she has accomplished that and she has
persuade all the items on her agenda,·· Lightfoot·
Watkins said.
Sutherland said the hardest part about being
students and the Howard University community Miss Howard will be giving up the crown.
by directly and indirectly recruiting for the ''It will be so sad because you work so hard to
make something so special; giving it up seems
University," she said.
''I've meet some prominent people this year, and like a crime," she said. ''I'm not actual ly giving it
I've been able to work with some of the most up, I'm passing it on: the legacy (Miss Howard
unselfish people: children. I've gained the respect crown) lives on."
of my peers, and I've been able to work for the Although Sutherland's reign as Miss Howard
Howard family," Sutherland said. Belinda will end Sunday, her career as a jazz musician will
Lightfoot· Watkins, the director of student activi· continue. The Nicole-Sutherland Jazz Quartet will
ties and adviser to Miss Hov"ard since 1979, said be the opening act at the Homecoming Jazz conSutherland 's reign is one of the most successful cert, and next spring she will be touring China in
the production of Dreamgirls.
ever.

CALL 1 -B00-950-8472, ext . 50

•

lllEAICIW19
Lagat llliMY al l1N11•1 In U.S.
19,111 rolfCS · ALL $UIJECTS
Cauklg Today wlltl Visa I MC or COO

()lief

l!11fidif~ 800·351 ·0222
Or. rush $2 .00to: A1s11rch lntormltlon
11322 Idaho AYll. l'ZOl?·A. Los Angeles , CA 90025

•
•
•

Howard Copy
preferred oyer
Kink.o's for copies
Klnko's from page A2
Science Student Council Michael Simmons.
Selelsky said although Kiriko 's has patronage
from the neighborhood surrounding Howard, most
of the support comes from st~nts and faculty.
Sixty percent of Howard Copy 's business comes
from University facul ty, staff and students. The
other 40 percent comes from small black businesses
and others around the community.
Jean-Max Hogarth, a student in the College of
Medicine, said he does his business at Kinko's
because of the location. ·
''It is much closer to the medical school. Howard
Copy is a long walk. That used to prevent me from
going there last year," Hogarth said.

•
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'
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•
•

The College of Fine Arts & UGSA present a

'

•
•

success can be
a matter of making
the right

connections.
Reporting & Writing D
Magazine Publishing 0

JAZZ • GOSPEL • CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8
CRAMTON AUDITORIUM
7:30 P.M.
'

lickets Available of Cromton Auditorium Box Office
Students (w/ 1.0.)
SS.00
General
S10.00

•

Broadcast Journalism 0
Newspaper Management 0
The new curriculum 0
in Integrated Advertising I
Marketing Communications
Make a connection .
A Medill representative will be at

Howard University
October 30, 31

·

Orcall 1nOB/491 ·5228.

Medlll School of Joum11llsm Gradu•te P1 ogr•m•
Northwfftem University
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· Hot Dogs + Fruit • Ice Cream + Soda Pop + Miik + Yogurt
·. Come as you are •• ~ this is a very informal. event
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The biggest difference Triplett
sees in the industry since the group first
came onto the scene is ''the domination

Ready For The
World: Back on
Track and Getting
Straight Down to ·
Business ·

...... -0f rap in the R&B field."
-~

"It's bad for actual musicians,"
Triplett explained, "(but J good for black

people as a whole because it shows that
we have creativity."

And the members of RITW have

adapted to this cha,ngc, as shown in their

songs Nuttin' But A Party and Lotta Body

By Elsa Lathan ·

I .

, as well as in4ividual productton works.
Triplett is producing a hip·hop group

!

called The M.0.B. (Mind Over Body),

Hilltop Staff Writer

Riley has been working with a group for
Giant Records called C.old Primer, and Gordon

Strozier is producing R&B based group Fo Deep.

t's really been a !Ong tim~. After all,
when was the last time you heard Digital
Display or Oh, Shelia? What about the clas-

But, as Triplett noted, "We all help each other out
with each other's group.''
When asked what was his favorite song on
the current album, Triplett quickly identified ruk Your
Lover.
•
~
·
"I spent a lot of time with that song vocally and an
artist likes to see the outcome of his work," Triplett saj,d.
Ironically, this song, along with Lotta Body is being consid-

sic slow jams In My Room, Love You Down
or Tonight? If you guessed, oh, about three
years ago, you're right.

Gone are the Jheri curls and white suits from
yesteryear. In place are low-cut fades and trendy gear, with
bold, bright colors. After a three-year hiatus, the Flint, Mich.

based group Ready For The World (RFTW) is new and

I
:'

6

improved, making its trek back on the music scene. In a rec.ent
conversation with group member Willie Triplett, he explained
that before RfTW resurfaced, the group "wanted to make sure
the material was correct."
''If this album wasn't successfUI," Triplett said, ''we wanted
to make sure that we couldn't pin-point it on the songs." It
doesn't seem like that would be much of a concern with the

the time the next single drops, RFTW will probably be on tour.

has

many
-problems that
may arise. ''We
have six ·different
opinions,"

ered as the next singles to be released. But Triplett says that by

I

bat

·-

Triplett

growing succoss of tfirir new MCA album, Straight Down to · explained. "Everything can't go
Business.
The first single, the title track, and the second single, the
thought-provoking Can He Do It (Like This, Can He Do It
Like That) brings to mind RFTW 's teasing lyrics and the
familiar voice of lead singer Melvin Riley.
Triplett explained _that every· member contributes to every
song, but by adhering to the '' majority rule policy'', they com-

everybody 's way."

.

•

.

Although RFIW writes their own lyrics, at times outside

writers are included in the creative process. ''We used some
outside writers to help becaµse they were strong writers,"
Triplett said. But he assured fans that there will be no additions to RFIW. The guys have been friends for a long time,
even before they group got together. Apparently the chemistry

But besides touring. Rf!W hopes this album will enhance the

group and open doors for more production.
''We are 'not where we want to be,'' Triplett said. "It starts
, Triplett maintains with the success of a record. From there we can and want to
that this chemistry with- do more things."
But music is not the only thing On Triplctt's mind. He
stood a lot of testing. He
said many artists enter the music wants ''young brothers and sisters to keep God first, whatever
your endeavors because the cards are definitely stacked
. industry blindly.
us.''
He also a~its that RFTW did just the same. ''Artists who against
''Be image setters, not followers," Triplett said. "We [the
plan for the future'' will have longevity in the entertainment black community J arc like kings without kin$doms. We look
business, Triplett said. Producers and artists such as M.C. good and dress well, but we don't own anything. It's time we
Hammer, LA. Reid and Babyface are survivors, according to
stick together."
worked.

Triplett.

-

•

·

'

•

I NEW BAND PROFILE:
Spoclol to !ht Hilltop

Combining the raw energy of a live
working funk 'n' r&b band with a diversity of styles, Mint Condition combines
a wide spectrum of musical influences

that meld authentic African rhythms,
rock, hip-hop, blues and jazz mixed with
modem technology. As a result Meant to
be Mint , their premier album and the
second release for Jimmy Jam's and
Terry Lewis' Perspective Records, is a
P?werful 3.nd exciting breath of fresh
air.
While other new acts struggle to carbon copy current trends and fads, this
six-man team has created its own pow-

erful sound, deftly captured in the production by Jellybean Johnson and the

sin~er/drummer

Stokley Williams, gui-

tarist Homer O' Dell and keyboardist
Larry Waddell all attended St. Paul
Central High School and were later

joined by fellow Central graduates, keyboardist/saxophonist Jeff Allen, keyboardist/guitarist Keri Lewis and
Chicago native bassist/guitarist Rick

Kinchen.

ru reflected in Meant to be Mint , the

six multi-talented musicians combined a
variety of influences and experiences to
shape their own sound. Stokley began
playing classic West African instruments
at the tender age of four, while O'Dell

gn:w up listening to his father play blues
bass and singing with him in a family
group. Larry played in a recording arts

band at school, and mastcn:d keyboards

group itself on Meant to be Mint . by listening to jazz greats like Oscar
Covering a range of musical territory Peterson and Herbie Hancock.
Exposed to his father's cxteraive jazz
from the first single "Are You Free" to
the soulful ballad "Brcakin' My Heart" . collection, Jeff played keyboard and sax
and the tender ''Forever In Your Eyes'' in local bands throughout his high
1
school years, and Keri was mastering
to the funky groo•c of tracks like "True
keyboards, percussion and guitar while
·to Thee," "She's a Honey'' and "Do U
Wanna'' on to the jazz-tinged ''Single to attcndin~ school. Rick's first and
Mingle," Mint Condition display an strongest influence wa.s his family, all of
unrelenting seme of commitment t their whom played instruments and encouraged his interist in music. Rick develcraft.
Formed in the early 'SO's, Mint oped his skills as a bass player, influCondition's original members lead enced by Stanley Clark and Louis

I

'

'

Johnson of The Brothers Johnson. He
moved to the Minneapolis/St. Paul area
in 1984 and quickly found a musical
home with Mint Condition.
Featured at the 1986 Minnesota
Black Musician Awards program and
building a strong core following for
themselves in a five state area
(Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, Dakota

and Nebraska) as a result of their dazzling, highly energetic 'live' shows.
Mint Condition came to the attention of
Jimmy Jam & Terry Lewis as a result of
a showcase performance in Minneapolis
in 1989.
The members of Mint Condition arc
very clear in articulating their direction:

-I

"What we're trying to do is draw from
the wellspring of the African-American
musical tradition,'' Stokley said.

1

I

•

"Our approach to making this first

album was to focus on r&b but with
strong overtones of funk, jazz, aospcl
African rhytlims, a little blucs - really:
all kinds of music," Keri said.
Larry added, "Everybody in this band
contributes to the music we make

bringing his own individual influe~

Ricky K., Lawrence Weddell, Kerl Lewis, Stokley, Jeffrey Allen, O'Dell

into our sound."

•
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John•?'"'' J1ckeon Jr.

(LITERARY WRITER)

The Destruction or Blick Clvlllutlon: Greil Issues or 1
nee from 4500 B.C to lOOOA.D
Chancellor Williams.Third World Press
364 pages, $16.95
Have you ever wondered, when you ' ve studied African
History, how we lost our great kingdoms. high culture.Icivilizations, concepts of mathematics. cnaincering and olhc'r lists of
firsts? Well, one of our elders must hive had the same idea
about 20 years ago. After. extensive research, Chancellor
Williams wrote a 384-page work in 1987 titled The De~truction
of Black Civilization ; and although the book is some lhrcc
years old, it contains the lypt! of information that ·never goes
out of date.
The author outlines in his preface that the work was scheduled to be two or three volumes, but because he was running
out of funds and his ability to see, he condensed it into one volume. Now, before I constructively criticize the work, I must
admit it is kind of difficult to read because he attempts to summarize 6,500 y~ars of history into 360 pages, a feat in 1itsclf.
Also, when reading this work, you will be able to discern that
it is not designed for the layman. If you are not a heavyweight
when it comes to African scholarship, or at lest remotely
familiar with works by Cbeikh Anta Diop, Maulena Karcnga,
Frantz Fanon, Ivan Van Scrtima and others along that vein, you
may become bored with much of the text and the tcrrtJinology
may be too esoteric to facilitate comprehension. Not to take
much latitude here, but to make the reading easier, 1'cre are a
couple of thin~ you should know before picking up the text:
The world's oldest zodiac, the Zodiac of Dcnderah of which
was found in Ta-Merry, Sais, Kcmc~ Chem, Chcm~I or com·
monly coiled Egypt, once the metu-ncter (hieroglyphics) were
translated, said that the Kcmctiana (Egyptians) were 35,000
years old. Now it is a known fact that all of the knowledge of
Kemcl (Egypt) came from her mother country, Cush,
(Ethiopia), so Just think how old our civilizations real!)' are!

OCTOBER 21, 1111

ow race was

Furthermore, it must be of concern to realize that once we
entered the dynastic period, about 3100 B.C., we became mortal men, saying that before this period we would be considered
immortal by .. 2Ql:h century'' standar~ because we performed,
on a regular basis, telekinesis, telepathy, clairvoyance, ESP and
THE DESTRUCTIO N OF
astral projection (and we wonder where George Lucas and
Steven Spielberg get their ideas form). It was when Alexander
BLACK CIVILI ZATION
(commonly labeled ''The Great''), the son of Philip of
''ff'
1·
I
f
f
Macedonia, invaded Kemct in 322 B.C. that scholars estimate
VO
civilization was thrust backward at least 3,000 years.
The author, from the outset, establishes the fact that one of
the main reasons we lost our early civilizations was not solely
because of ''external influences'' but because we did damage to
ourselves. He also asserts that there was no way a few white
men could have come to the continent and taken us by the millions without the help of some indigenous Africans.
Another important determinate in Williams' treatise on the
demise of African antiquity rests in the correlation· between
nature and her inhabitants. Nature was and still is a crucial civilizing clement. The slow, steady i nd relentless withdrawal of
habitable land over the centuries left a large portion of the continent desolate. It seems that even the continental land configuration was against the earliest native inhabitants.
Religion, and ilS contribution to the deskuction of black people is yet another topic expounded upon by Williams.
According to the author, many invaders found penetration into
the African culture via the banner of religion. He writes,
"What happened in the process of converting blacks to Islam
and Christianity was the supreme triumph of the white world
over the black.''
Slightly differing with Williams on the topic of religion, I
•
question the validity of several of his aMCrtions on the subject . .
With his Judea-Christian orientation, Williams admits that
some of his ideas about Christianity seem misconstrued. For
BV CH ANC ELLOR WILLIAM S
example, he doesn 't attribute the origins of Christianity 10 the
Coptic church of Kemct (Egypt), but rather to ''somewhere in
the Middle East."
In Chapter 6, Williams gets off the subject, but it is probably
the most interesting portion of !he entire book. II talks about the ''African Constitution'' and the birt~ o( a real democracy.
II '

Essay

formed the ~ii< of what they intended.
They desaibcd a true democracy a.s a notion where .. the pro.
pie are the first and fmal source of all power.'' The Ancient
world wa.s able to meuure up to that yardstick; whereas the
system engendered by the ''explorers" is more accurately c~led
an absolute monarchy.
Willia~ ~ttacks ~ lot Jn this book, but it w~ disappointing
that he dtdn t mention the fact that another ma1or factor which
caused the downfall of our race and culture was miscegenation.
In many of our high cultural civilizations of antiquity, a white
prostitute was often brought into the land with the specific purpose of intermarrying with the black men of the land and producing offspring. The offspring gradually began to conttibutc
less and Jess to the black heritage and culture, so European
males and Arabs were able to slowly take total control.
.
The last chapter seems to be an optimistic outlining of the
steps and procedures necessary for the liberation of our culture
and ourselves. It is an excellent example of theoretical discourse at work, but its implementation, at least in the 20th or
21st centuries, seems improbable to say the Jeut.
Bui, running the risk of being criticized for givin' a short
synopsis o~ the ~k, I'll do it anyway. Our demise came
about, Will1ams wntcs, because of the nature of the soil and
climate, mass enslavement, deaths in resistin~ slavery wars of
conquest, intcrtribal conflicts, and exhaustion from' endless
flights, migrations and disease.
But according to !he Zodiac of Dcnderah, it can be translated
from the mctu·neter (hieroglyphic:s) that we will come full cirs
clc. The wdiac says that during the age of khctu (Pisces),
blacks would be the lowest on the totem pole. But come the
~xi age, which is that of uah (aquarius), the seeds of change
will be planted, and we will begin to rule again as we did
before.
Williams' book is full of informalion we all should be aware
of. Go to the Pyramid Bookstore located on the tcip floor of !he
House of Knowledge al 2849 Georgia Ave. and check it out.
'

an Asante?

'
By,John L JecklOft Jr.
(LITERARY WRITER)

Richard Wright wrote in his autobiography, Black Boy, that
.. whenever I thought of the essential bleakness of black life in
America, I knew that Negroes had never been allowed to catch
the full spirit of Western Civilization, that they lived somehow
in it but not of it."
To say that the reason for the "bleakness" of black America
(if I can use such a term as ..black America") rests in its inabils
ity to ''catch the full spirit of Western Civilization'' seems an
intcrcstingnotion to discuSs.
r
A noted literary figure of the 1930s and 1940s, Wright was
seen, by many·inside and outside of academia-as the most
important voice of black America, bar none.
It is interesting to note that this influential black allthor felt
the salvation of his people could be gained by their acceptance
of, or their being accepted into the Western world. This is an
idea bandied around by many scholars, past and Ipresent.
Whether we realize it or not, Asantc's book Kemet,
Afrocentricity and Knowledge is, among other things, an
attempt to dispel such Wesi<m "messiah .complexes," filling
their void with a sense of black pride and self assurance rooted
in the idea of Afrocentrism.
I
With the task of destroying Western vainglory firmly in
sight, Asante is just one of many writers exposing a good deal
of the coveted
Western/European achievements and successes as fraudulent
and suspect. Dr. George James, in 1954 1 published Stolen
Legacy, in which he tries to support his hypothesis that .. Greek
philosophy is stolen Egyptian philosophy."
In 1975, Dr. Ivan Van Sertima posited the notion, researched
by several scholars before him, that African people arrived on
this continent centuries before Columbus was ever born, saying that he (Columbus) should no longer be toui<d as the "discoverer" of America because the inhabitants who were living
here when he arrived (Native Americans) surely must have
more realistically discovered this land since they were already

I

,I

The author makes it clear that the European pirates, rolonii.ers,
and conquerors, (euphemistically called explorers) came in to
foreign lands and, from their own journalistic accounts, per·

•

on it. And in 1987, the European scholar, Martin Bernal, lectual objectivity? Can this book, with it's often ambiguous
wrote his five volume text, Black Athena, whose purpose~ he terms
notwithstanding, serve an:y ultimate purpose that puts its
explicitly states, is to ''le~scn European ·cultural arrogance."
Taking a unique approach to Asantc's text, we will focus less intent oVer its content? Can the a.im of a project ever preempt
on the merit of the ideas discussed in the work-though the its delivery? Som"c would say no; I would even tend to be one
validity of those ideas arc extremely important and merit of those people.
However, black America has an overwhelming need for
appraisal-and more on the necessity for works like Asante's,
works that, by reversing the rationale of Wright, search for the proddinf and enlivening-again, I use the term .. black
America' hesitantly because some would argue, quite effec·
salvation of black people outside of ''The West.''
Much has been written about the social construction of reali- lively, that America has never fully embraced black people,
ty, that is.to say, ''the rel1tiooship between human thought and and that the term ''black America'' is therefore more de jure
than de facto..
~'
a ·ii
the social
... .....
•
· '
Blaclcs in this country, callivcd .lically and psychologicoritexl within which it arises." Much of whal has passed for
scholarly inquiry in the Western world, as I have written cally for hutldreds of year~ have been .. ahistoricized," .. aculbefore, has been proven to be little more than racism hidden turized, '' and dcshumanized like few other people in the world.
Using Eurocentric ''scholarship," religion and economics,
behind the guise of scholarship.
When Hegel and Toynbee and Darwin and Marx and Engel Western society has safely defined black people's global exisand so many other European scholars exhibit racist, or hege- tence as the ''Third World'' and relegated the African Diaspora
monic, tendencies in their works, (for example, the 1934 ''sci- to the position of ''second-class earthlingship,'' a macrocosm
entifically" concluded assertion, by the prominent British his- of black people's second-class citizenship in Amcrico. With
torian Arnold Toynbee, that "Of all races of mankind, only the this in mind, the need for an Asante becomes rather undeniblack race had made no p~uctive contribution to civilii.a- ably evident.
If his methodology for Afrocentrism is to be accepted as a
tion''), it becomes evident that those people adversely affected
by the biases of this Euroccntrism need to become aware of valid substitute for current paths of knowledge inquiry, ,\santc
the fallacious subjectivity being labeled objectivity by its pro- must undoubtedly make some additions to his treatise on the
subject. However commendable his intentions, there are,
ponents. Asante writes:
..The Afrocentrist does not accept the European concept of unquestionably, several modifications Asante must make to
objectivity because it is invalid operationally. Therefore, it his .work in order to add cohesiveness and coherence.., to its
may not serve any useful purpose to speak of objectivity and matn arguments.
These modifications, which would more adequately and logsubjectivity as this division is artificial in and of it self. What
is unconscionable is the idea that when a person makes any ically be dealt with in an entirely different paper, have been
decision that the decision is •:objective''; every decision, even discussed at length by many scholars, scholars who could sugs
one's choice of software for her or his word processor, is gcst-morc completely than I-the potential improvements: for
human and consequently 'subjective'." Proclaiming a .. collec- example, the division of scholarly references along finer lines
tive European subjectivity'' is quite a bold assertion to make, a (can Satre be logically lumped with Marcuse, Wilden and
searing indictment of Westernization and its claims of scientif- Habermas under the label of ..critical theorists'') , and the lacks
luster defining of several terms (composite African, wholism).
ically acquired knowledge.
Other readers will perhaps come up with their own recomBut why do we need Asante to expose such facades of intcls

mcndations for improving the text, but, as I stated previously,
the potential additions to Asante's project is a topic of discussion undeniably too broad for any extensive inclusion in this
essay. It merits analysis on its own.
The purpose of Asante's writing, however packaged, outweighs, in my opinion, the very package itself. What be bas to
say, and its positive effects on a people long denied knowledge
and understanding of themselves, countcrbalances·iD the loog
run-any shQrt term deficiencies in the text's overall schrilastic
merit.
I don ' t want my statement misconstrued to mean thal I
approve any project, however ICho:lastically inadequate, simply because I\ says something positive lbout bJack people.
That is not my point; mY point is that any work sincerely
undertaken to help bandage the scars of white racism cannot
help but to act as gauze for the cultural, psychological, sociological and economic wounds blacks have suffered at the
bloody hands of Western society.
If black America (there goes that term again) ever fully
recovered from its aforementioned lacerations-end the queSs
tion is raised: Can that ever truly happen?-all the world,
arguably, would prosper.
Asante offers his treatment for our wounds: 1 study of
African
·
people (called Africology) firmly centered on Africa, with
Kernel (Ancient Egypt) as its historical focus. Unlike Wright,
Asante turns his back on the "'Western model'' of existence and
in its stead recommends an ..African model;' which contradicts
many commonly accepted tenets of today.
As a scholar, Asantc's hypathcscs must be thoroughly debar- ,,.
ed and discussed before h!S reasoning can be deemed sound;
nevertheless, we must realize the important motive powers of
his project: to heal a people long infected with racism; to open
a black mind held shut by ignorance; to remove the cha.im of
historical, cultural and physical slavery wrought by the actions
of a hegemonic European consciousness; and to add some balance to the already imbalanced sea of literature on black ~
pie, their culture, their history and their worth.

•

•

a1ns an
By John L Jock-. Jr.
(LITERARY WRITER)

Chains and Imo1es of Psychological Slavery
Author: Na' im Akbar, Ph.D.
Ncwmind Productions
6lpagcs, $5.00
1

My freshman year at Howard-only two years ago, yet it
feels like an eternity-I wu a bright eyed, SODjcwhat open
minded, Brooklyn Technical High School gradual< ready
to take over the world.
The si&hts and sounds of the nation's capital-coupled
with a new sense of freedom sprouting from the fact that
I was on my own, away from home, for the fust time in
my life-rooted in me the need to expose myself to all that
the new environment had to offer a black boy from
·Brooklyn, N.Y.
: .
Some of that aforementioned exposure wu good for
me; some of it was not, but during those first two
semesters at "The Mecca" I did have the opportunity to
explore a myriad of information that, in retrospect, I
believe hClped me to grow. as a human being and as an
Africon American.
One such arowing device was the inundating flow of
material on a great black lclder, Malcolln X, who taught
me about myself, and to love myself.
It was throuP. the words of Malcolm Ix that I wu first
confronted Wlth the psychological implications of reli-i
gion on black Americans,
I
In a speech delivered many yeara before I was born, but
luckily tape ~corded for prosperity, prosperity being
anyone with $5 and! the interest to buy a TDK cassette
tape from a street vendor on Georgia Avenue, Malcolm
¥ave me my first taste of the significance of religious
imagery on African Americans. The1point be stressed
WIS logical, but I had never thought about it before I
popped that TDK marked "El Shabazz" into my dusty
Sony walkman. (It WIS two yeara ogo when I heard this

Psyc

IIlla

speech, but I will try to remember it as best I can.)
He explained his concern about the fact that f):lacks in
America are the only group to exalt a dietr which does
not look like themselves. ''Walk into a Chinese church,
you'll sec a Chinese Jesus; in an Indian church, you' ll
see an Indian Jesus; in a white church, you'll sec a white
Jesus; walk into .a black church, you ' ll see a white
Jesus."
The information struck me as brutally accurate. I
hadn't been to many white churches, but I had been
inside many black churches and the pictures of Jesus
aligning the walls, on the paper fans stapled to slim
wooden handles and engraved in the stain glassed windows of the churches were always, not even usu"Blly, but
ALWAYS-white.
It is the psychological effects of such religious imagery
examined and onalyzed by Dr. Na'im Akbar in Chains
and Images of Psychological Slavery. Attempting to
explicate ,the n~gative impact such images have on
blacks and1whites alike, Dr. Akbar delineates the problcm as he sees it, glosses over reasons previous black
scholars were disinterested in the topic and proposes
some solutions to remedy the situation.
The first half of Chains and Images of Psychological
Slavery composes a persuasive rationale for the current
state of black ~me~ica, a rationale tying black America's
present dctcr1orat1on to 300 years of chattel slavery.
Akbar w~tes, ''This shock [slavery] was so destru~ive to
natural life processes that the current generation of
African Americans, though we are 5·6 generations
removed from the actual experience of slavery, still carry the scars of this experience in both our social and mental
lives.''
Using more common sense reasoning than trained clin·
icaI psychology-which is a refreshing stylistic approach,
Akbar explains the "psychological legacy of slavery"
and its subconscicnce manifestations in contemporary
black life: .blac~ America's f!10dern di~like for work
because of 11S bemg equated with 1nfcr1ority and slavery

(the ma~tcr never h.ad to toil in the fields all day); black
materialism stemming from lhe notion that "by weanng
' Massah 's' old hat or ' Moses' old dress, one could play
at being Massah or Moses for a few fanciful moments."
The current dilemma of the black family, Akbar
believes, also stems from the idea that "the very condi·
tion of slavery contradicted much about the vital and
fundamental conditions of marriage''. Black slave fami·
lies were sold and separated arbittarily, , an~ marriages
between black slave couples were not recognized by law.
In positioning his hypotheses, Akbar is careful nol to
put all his eggs in one basket, as the adage goes. Though
vehement about his beliefs and the rationale behind
them he constantly reminds the reader that slavery·thc
''pla~tation ghost''· is but one of many factors affecting
contemporary black thought and deed, a factor that he
feels European and black Scholars have not dealt with
sufficiently.
- The sccOnd half of the book is centered around the
effects of religious i~agery o~ the. psyc~olo~ of human
beings-another topic tha~, 10 his cs.tim~t1on, has not
been given its p~oper due 1n scholastic discourse. f!ut
using Imam Wanth Deen Muhammad, the black Muslim
leader as his guide, Dr. Akbar attempts to bust throu~h
the brick walls of present·day, tight·minded scholarship
and carry this interesting dis~ssion to t.hc table. , .
God portrayed with any particular racial charactcnst1cs
or specificity is. Akbars. majo~ conce"! be?~se, as he
puts it, ''if God is anything finite (that ts, limited), then
you have: already limited your mind'' and you cannot
possibly ''grow to (your] greatest height." In particular,
however, he focuses on the religious imagery- of
Michelangelian proportions- that paint.I a pictu.re of
God as a white man with blue eyes and straight hair. Ia
blacks, he says, this im1gcry breeds a su~nscience
notion of inferiority, and in whites a Napolearuc type of
1
'egotistical maniac."
Easy to follow, Akbar's C~.ains an~ l~ages of
Psychological Slavery is a sobenng education 1n and of
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itself. His point, that all men are enslaved by the borri·
ble legacy of alavcry and the imogery of contemporary
society, is well taken and believoble; his araument Is ....
sonoble and insightful; and his book, in my opinioll, Is a
genuine shackle-buster in its own right.
-
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·M cLeod centers
Blackburn
on
more
I ,
than meetings
•

1

•

By Mell- Bluo
Hilltop Stall Writer

trash should be found on the floor or under the

Roberta McLeod, director of the Armour J.
Blackburn University Center, has turned the
center into more than just a meeting place.
Within the past 11 years, she has expanded
Blackburn to host social and political furictions,
intramu~al and recreational events. She is also
1
responsible for the university-side of food
service and is the founder of Blackburn's art fgallery
the Gallery Lounge and the Howard University
bowling team.

radiators this is a direct reflection on her and the
University.
Mcleod is currently a consultant for College
Union Program Management. Her duties
include going to different universities and helping them with their student activity centers. She
helps other universities with new renovation
ideas, personnel issues, fund-raising tactics and
food service. ''If there are problems dealing with

black and white issues, sometimes I serve as the
mediator,'' McLeod·said.
One of her renovations at Blackburn was the
development of the art gallery. Originally the
gallery room was going to be a student lounge.
'' When I looked into the room," Mcleod said, ''it
looked like a gallery." She thought the gallery
'
• would be a good idea because some blacks did not
grow up exposed to art and cultuie.
''Sometimes it's easier to surround people
-with the things you want to expose them to,
rather than try to make them learn it,'' she said
referring to the beginning to the gallery. But
after the gallery was opened, there was a positive
student response. The first exhibit was pictures
J
of all the Howard University Homecoming
McLeod has had many days last beti.een 12 Queens. "Everyone loved it," McLeod said.
and 16 hours supervising events, catching up on
The art gallery has been featured in international
paper work . and being a !riend to co-workers and national magazines. It displays the work of
and students.
·
both known and unknown artists. Many of the
''It's my nature," Mcleod said. ''I love my exhibits come from countries such as Denmark,
work."
Sweden, Africa and Canada. Currently there is a
A typical day for her starts with stopping at the waiting list one to two year waiting list long for
information desk. She checks to make sure the exhibits to be shown in the gallery.
radio station is tuned to WHUR (96.3 FM) or the
While the gallery is an accomplishment,
student-run station, WHBC (830 AM) in the Mcleod said her biggest rewards are the plaques
School of Communications. Mcleod looks at she has received. Some include the Outstanding
the night manager 's report and checks Ito see if Program Award that she received from her coshe has any appointments. If there is an event workers and the Humanitarian Award from the
scheduled for that day, she prepares carefully, D.C. Street Academy where she vol unteers.
making sure everything.is in order.
''When people give me a plaque, it means thank
In addition, McLeod checks around the lobby you for your help," McLeod said, ''and that realto make sure everything is neat and tidy. No ly makes me feel good."

"She had a very
.1mpress1ve,
. extensive
I
backround;,, she has I
contributed a lot to the1
center as it exists today"

0

1

'

Mcleod said there is much more that she
would like to do, but becau~e of financial
restraints, many things have been put on hold.
Still, there have· been other renovations to
Blackbum while Mcleod has been the director.
She had steps plac.ed in the back of Blackbum in
order to prevent students from sliding down the
hill. Lights and sidewalks were also placed around
the exterior of Blackbum. This year, the student
government wing is going to be refurbished and the
lounge is scheduled to receive new carpet.
Dean Johns, the acting Dean of Special
Student Services and the person that hired

McLeod, said' that back in 1979 the University environment for the Uni vers it}' Center that
was looking to hire an individual as Assistant to would encourage people tq use it and its fac1l1the Director of Blackburn.
ties," Johns said.
I
''She had a very impressive, extensive backMcLeod supervises an Cfecut1ve le\·e! sta,ft of
ground, '' Johns said. '' Her experience was seven, two managers, six gradua\e a~si;,!Jnts
invaluable in terms of our new center. Since '79 and approximately 100 student emp!o)·ecs_
through '89, she has 'contributed a lot to the cenSome of the biggest events in Blackburn
ter as it exists today."
.arethe student film series , lectures (depending
He explained that one of McLeod 's main con- on the speaker), the Children 's H olida~ Part)' at
cerns is what is good for the center and what stu- Christmas, and the intran;i ura! and rccr•.;ationJI
dents and faculty would like to see the center activities. According to the 19 9;.·9~ s;choci1
year annual report. Blackburn 1~ ~ro1ec·ed ttJ
doing.
~' She always expressed a desire to provide an
hold 6,468 events.
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''Newsvision'' adds
new producer

Jefferson named
Exchange senior
producer
'

Under Siege" and ''The Color of Death.''

By Erlc1 J. Thompaon
Hilltop Staff Writer

She also won a first place award from

The Sc hoo l of Com munications is
buzzing about its recent addition.
This new professor of broadcast journalism and "Newsvisio n·· producer,
Sheila Brook!'. has been described by her
students as funn)' and easy to get along
,,·ith not )'Ol•r t)'pical television producer.
''She 's a straight-forward professor
who expects a lot from students.~ said,
Yolanda Aucoin, a junior in the School
of Communications.
Brooks grew up in a low-income home
in Kansas City, Missouri; however, she
aitd her brothe r never thought of themse lves as '' poor." According to Brooks,
her mother. Gussie Mae Smith, was the
greatest influence on her career. She
worked l\l.'O full-time jobs to put Brooks
and her sibling through private school.
When asked if she felt going to private
school made a difference in her life,
Brooks said. ''lf it had not been for private school, I might not have made it.
"After all.·· she said. '' those kids who
'''e re on m)' block are still on the block."
Brooks al\l.·ays knew she wanted to be
in,•olved in broadcast journalism. She
earned a Bache lor of Arts degree in
broadcast journalism _from the University
of \Va shington in 1978. She also completed three yea rs of graduate studies at
the Uni,,ersity of North Texas.
Since then Brooks has been busy winning a'''ards for her nationally acclaimed
docun1enta ries. She garnered 1990
Emmy nominati ons for two television
documentaries she produced - ''Nation

Communications Excellence to Black
Audiences (CEBA) in 1990 for "The

Color of Death .'' Brooks has won

By Raphool GooraHilltop Staff Writer

approximately nine major awards in all.
- She has also been an executive board

officer for the National Association of
Black Journalists.
Not bad for someone who, as a gradu-

.
'
'

ate student, received 33 rejection letters
from newspapers and radio stations.
Brooks said she has always enjoyed
teaching young people. ''By working

.
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a

.
•

• •

here at Howard University I feel I'm

•
•

••

•

helping to support the bridge that
brought us across.''
She promises to make sweeping
changes along with instituting major
reorganization at ''Newsvision'' which
will air on WHMM (Channel 32) in late
October or early November.

''Mrs. Brooks is a good producer
because she is flexible," said Henry

Joseph, production manager for
''Newsvision ." He believes Brooks is

flexible since she is able to relate pro·
ducing, directing, announcing and edit·
ing.
''Professor Brooks seems open to new
ideas," said Dackeyia Simmons. a junior

in the School of Communications.
Brooks said a good broadcaster must
read the newspaper, analyze the news
and be aware of what is going on in the
world. ''Broadcasting students must be
prep~red

to sacrifice," Brooks said. She

recalled a time when she once asked a
television executive if she could work

without pay. She also giveS this advice:

''Look beyond on-air positions. Also,
look beyond just working for someone."
Brooks follows this advice herself. Her
company, SRB Productions, is located
here in Washington, D.C.
But despite her many accomplishments, the question remains; Has
Brooks, at age 35, accomplished everything she has aspired to?
''Absolutely not," Brooks said. ''I

would like to own more companies.'' She
is a believer in entrepreneurship and
enjoys being in the position to create
jobs.
Brooks credits much of her success to
the emotional and financial support of
her husband, Rodney. She is also very
proud of her 8-year-old son, Andre, who,
of course, is enrolled in private school.

Howard University's public television
station, WHMM (Channel 32), has
made some changes for the 1991·1992
season .
Evening Exchange, WHMM's critically acclaimed call-in t.alk show, has
named Joia Jefferson senior producer.
Jefferson - who has her own production
company, In The Public Eye Productions
- has fllade plans to revamp Evening
Exchange to include new music and a
new set design. The show, which broadcasts live Monday through Friday at 7:00
p.m., will no longer focus exclusively on
political issues. Jefferson said he hopes
these changes will provide a broader
scope of issues and topics for viewers,
giving them a better view of the world in
which they live.
-·
"The show will bring the full gamut of
life,'' Jefferson explained. "New faces
and names."
Viewers have the opportunity to call in
and discuss to~ics ranging from money
and sex to fashion and politics. Jefferson
said he hopes Evening Exchange will
provide a new perspective on news that
people will enjoy.
Not surprisingly, Jefferson is no newcomer to the medium of television. A
graduate of American University,
Jefferson wrote for for the news on
Black Entertainment Television and for

WRC·TY (Channel 4). Her production
credits include In Person with Paul Berry
and The Jesse Jackson Show.
WHMM also has also introduced a new
show called Talk TV , which is patterned
after popular radio talk shows. 'lihe show
premiered Oct. 8 and airs regularly
Tuesday Jhrough Friday at 8:00 p.m.
1
: Brenda Otis, director of production and
programming, said 'Falk TV opens the
door for interaction Qetween the people
and the issues. She said she believes people enjoy discussin g issues that are
important to them and intends to bring
that aspect of public involvement to television.
'
:
Each night Talk TV features different
hosts and personalities that offer a broad
spectrum of social issues. The viewers
provide their own comments or questiom ,
to the discussion. Every nigh~the show
centers around one particular theme,
such as "How To Manage Your Money"
with hosts Ernest Skinner, vice president
and director of community development
for Citibank, and Pedro Alfonso, former
chairman of the D.C. Office of
Commerce.
Sam Yette hosts a n~ght of power politics, and Fridays are ~nown as is "open
mike'' nights where viewers can go head
to head with several radio and newspaper
personalities, including Cathy Hughes
of WOL (1480AM), 11.conard Green of
The Cafilal Spotlight, and Karen
Campbel of WHU.R (%.3FM) Radio.
1
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Information Session
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Tuesday, October 29, 1991 at 6 p.m.
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Faculty Lotirtge
Business School
•
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Representatives will attend from the:
.
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Public Finance Analyst Program
Debt & Equity Intern Program
Corporate Finance Analyst Program
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Rec<Zptinn to follow
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TUDE
GSA coordln1tor Denni• Anyamele

Once again I bring you greetings from the Graduate Student

Assembly. The last time I wrote you "''e were settling into our
classes and research work. A lot has happened since then. You

responded to my appeal on the.re-sponsibilities of your elected

representatives. They are acti\ ely performing thei~ duties.
Although we have not had participation from the School of
Medicine, the School of pentistry is fu lly participating in the
assembly.
For most of us, the graduate and professional levels of edu·
1

cation are very critical points in our life . Academically we
have to excel,. for there is no other reason or reward that can
justify the true cost of a graduate education except excellence.

On the social level, \\'e O\\' C it as a duty to our undergraduate
students to be their role models. 10 encourage them to excel in
their studies. This v.'e can do b)' encouraging them to utilize
the opportu nity that Howard affords them. There are a lot of
ways we can pitch in to help our undergraduate students sue, ceed v.·hile thev are here.
Our commUnities are under enormous pressure and more
than ever. the demands on us are ver,· high. The leadership in
our communities has to be stronger th.an C\'er. and thi s can onl y
happen if we are able tc .pro,·ide, the necessary supJ><?rt th~ y
need. The executi,·e branch of HUSA (Hov.·ard tJn1\ ers1ty
Stude nt Association) has been \ erv active and visible in providing this leadership and av.·areneSs in our communi! )' and we
should all support then1.
Very often you get the impression that the reason Howard
alumni are not ful l)' participati ng in school activities li ~e they
should. The reason is because no one has taken the time to
point out to the students the duties and responsibilit\es to this
great institution "'hile the)' are still in school. In his keynote
1

1

address at the Convocation Ceremony, our own alumnus and
presidential candidate, Governor L. Douglas Wilder of
Virginia, clearly articulated the consequences of a lack of participation from alumni. He suggested that in order for this
institution to continue to provide the quality "education it is
known for, we must see it as a necessity to replenish the
resources that are taken away from the institution by giving
back in any way that we can to the university. I would like to
suggest that such habits have to be formed while we are still in
this institution. This is why we have to participate in the alum·
ni/student programs.
The time has come for us to take charge of our own affairs
and provide our own solutions to our own problems.
Homecoming provides an excellent opportunity for all of us to
meet with the alumni of this institution and our friends. Many
programs have been scheduled by the Homecoming
Committee specifically to benefit the graduate and professional
students. The Alumni/ Student Extravaganza is one such program. We should take advantage of this and meet with those
Howard men and women who are in a better position to give us
further insight of what is required to cope adequately with life
after the classrooms.
•
The Programs Committee is working on different projects
for this semester and the spring. You will be infonned as soon
as the dates are finalized. The Bison yearbook has extended
the closing date for all graduating graduate and professional
students to take photographs to October 26, 1991. There will
not be an extension after this date. The medical, law, dentistry,
divinity and graduate students are encouraged to utilize this last
opportunity. There is a sitti ng fee involved, and the venue is
the Armour J, Blackburn Center.
As you progress in your studies and go through the rigors of
acade mics. I urge you to spend your time efficiently so that

•
•

•

----•

•

•

•

•

'
you will always find time to participate in our community
affairs that will benefit our people. Remember, your education
is one more tool that you have in your effort to effect change.
So put it to work for all of us: yourself, your university, your
c.ommunity, your country and your world.

Sincerely,
Dennis 0. Ana.yamele
G.S.A. Coordinator

•
'

,

as with Undergraduate Trustee Rory Verrett on the universitywide level. Recently, the most noted concern is with the early
clos ure of the Founders and Undergraduate Libraries .
Students concerned with the library closing early have earned
the ear of administrators, facult y and staff.
Malcolm X often said. '' We should be able to criticize each
Now, momentum is going forward in the right direction in
other to make us better."
keeping the library open until 12 a.m. on Sundays. However,
He also would say, ''If there is no p!ace for criticism, there I would like you to know that the reason for Sunday schedule
shall be no place for change ."
change is that unive rsity libraries lost over 60 members of its
With this in mind. to deter many student service area com- personnel to the ''early out'' retirement program of the
plaints, this pa.St summer I compiled a Grievance Booklet (G- University.
Book), complete with observations and recommendations that
Thus far, this semester has been productive, and as we Conv.-·e re submitted to Dr. Jenifer and the vice presi dents . tinue it should get better. Students have very strong and
Documented complaints, found in the Undergraduate Student important roles as leaders and followers. We must take up our
Assembly's (UGSA) files, and casual discourse v.•ere used in trek as "Iron Horses'' and be forcefully wise and knowledge·
able in our many endeavors throughout this University.
compiling this information.
The G-Book is mean! to complement Hov.'ard 2000. · A
Finally, please stop by the Armour J. Blackburn Center,
research institution is not effective or strong when its students room 11 0, and ask for Kevin L. Tucker ("'TUCK'') so that you
are stressed by widespread unprofessio nalism. Dr. Jenifer ca n receive help in settling your concerns and grievances. The
wants and ha s given students a ''drive factor'' in the new Gr ieva nces Comm ittee is a part of the Howard University
''warp'' to correct deficiencies "'ithin the Uni\•ersity as it heads Student Association just as all students are a part of the organiinto the 21st century. As apprO\'ed by the Board of Trustee s. zation. However UGSA is a branch of HUSA, and this com·
Jenifer has come from the top y.•i th his recommendation. With mittee assists all students on the undergraduate level.
the G-Book. I and other leaders are coming from the bot tom .
Peace and Love,
We should meet somev•here in 1he middle - on the common
ground of hard work, self-improvement and unity.
The chairman of the Concerns and Grievance Committee
Kevin L. Tucker
Chairman, Concerns and Grievances Committee,
has and will continue to work. on the course repetition policy in
the College of Ans and Sciences v. ith the com mittees. as well
urid~rgra<!~ate Student Ass~mbly; ,
.
--

From the UGSA Grievance
Director
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A FULL SERVICE NAIL SALON
•

SPECl AL
1

FREE: PARAFFIN TREATMENT

(Therapeutic conditioning for
hands,cuticles, & nails.)
With: Combined Manicure and Pedicure Services
*MANICURES

•NAIL IIPS

•NAIL DESIGNS

•PEDICURES

•SCUl.PTURES

•PARAFFINS

'ACRYlICS

•GELS

•WRAPS

'

SPECIALIZING IN NATURAL LOOKING NAILS,
NAILSIBENGTiiENING & MEN'S NAIL CARE
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR HU STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATION

CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT
WALK-INS WELCOME

•

2616 GEORGIA AVENUE, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20001
(ACROSS FROM THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS)
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GREAKPEAK SKI RESORT

STANDARD TOUR INO..USIONS AND SERVICES:

•

Courtland, NY
.

• Roundtrip banspoi tation via lav01atory equipped
ulOtom>vh complete with VCR for your traveling
plea••re
•Friday night "Get to know you" party
·'!'rl

i

Modu11 fedlities
23 bails, 1 lifts
Night Skiing Mon-Sat until lOpn

......

lt3 "all you can eat" u Ml•i ·
'""
112 buffet .
(Sat and Sun>
ott buffet dinner (Sat)
·
-Sunday morning movies, bowling
•Pree beginner ski lessons
•Free one day ski ren~

..
.

85., AIOtJlltlJdng ClOfflage

•

Shuttle service
I «igest,nm: 15 miles
Cross countay siding

"

•

..,,;

ACCOMODATIONS:
•

•

$161.00PP

•Two (2) nights aaxmwolations in luxurious
s1opc side condominium ~turing cw1le••tp0tary 1ocn111
With color cable 1V, loft bed•oout in each condo
. walking distanqe to slop =s. .

•

. Payment schedule :
•

and much. much DtOJe..---

Ell6111EERlll6 STUDEllT COUllCIL

•

'31.00
. 'I0.00
180.00

JRllUllR'I

10-IZ, lffZ .
•

PPR MORE INPORMATION
CONTACT:
.

PllCB Pill PDSON: Sl 61.00

BYRON HALL
1'EVIN BARRIS
CARLISLE SBALY
.
B001'ER T. WASHINGTON Ill

MAU CBBCU PATABLB TO:

·

at:

806-6633

•

•

0

BNGINBBRING STUDBNT COUNCIL

•

CASH
ACCEPTEDlllllll
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si.n ce Freem an 's h ead wear violated the dress code'.
S1x oth er p laces tur ned us away before we gave up. , .
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dates.
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Injuries hurt hopes of po1tsea1on plqy for the Bison/ C2
S
Where do the "Buffalo Soldiers" stand in th• MEAC1/ C2
·E
..._.......,_..........,.'--"'......,,WLIIDWlllm..Lil.IWIUUUWUUJ....,Cl.L..lll.A....:.._~~~TC
Redskin• on the waa>ath to q Super Bowl Bid I C3

'

I

Spoi I•

Brie/a/ C1

Hilltopict/C8
Mark Wright/C2

Damon Dazier'• column/C2

Should we
call a Spade ~
Spade?

'

•

'

•

The Boston Burrheads, Los Angeles
Nigger Boys and Texas Tarbabies.
These are the newly announced namechanges for Major League baseball.
The rage you should be experiencing right :
now will never come close to that of our fellow oppre ssed brethren, th~ Nativ.e
Americans, who have to experience this
degradation every time they tum on the telev1s1on.
You see, for the Native American words
such as ''Redskin'' and caricatures of savages
and clownish imps are just as degrading as
being called ''Nigger'' or having to put up
with pickaninny jockeys on lawns.
Of course , what else should one expect
from a society in which the focus is placed
on Caucasian males. ·
Susan Harjo, president of the Washington·
based Morning Star Foundation, which is
active in pursuing rights for Native
Americans, told The Washington Post that
'' Redskins ow ner Jack Kent Cooke sa id
through the media, 1hat changing the name
would cOst too much and it wasn '1 offensive
to him ."
Harjo said, ''Well of course it 's not. ~e 's a
rich old white man. Should it be up to him to
decide what is Offensive to us?''
Yet since the genocide of thousands of
Native Americans took place during the last
century, rich Old white men have always
decided what is and what isn't offensive to all
races.
Funn)' how the excuse ties into cost as the
bottom line has always been a green line in
America. But-how can anyone equate a person's dignity with a price tag? '
It is time that many of us finally wake up
and accept this country for what it is.
A nation built on a stolen land1 built up
upon the backs of a stolen people- the irony
of this all is that the people who perpetrated
these horrendous crimes against humanity are
still in power and still espousing offensive
rhetoric.
Insensitivity is notPing new to the sporting
world especially here in Washington where
notionly docs its foqtball team sport an offen·
sive moniker, but it was alsO the last team to
integrate and has a fight song whose original
words were ''fight for old Dixie'' not ''for old
D.C." as we now sing.
.
But, he y, if Jack Kent Cooke wants to hold
on to his team 's racist name its his prerogative. Why? Because he owns the team and
until we as blacks, Native Americans and
other races own the teams, media outlets and
othe r tools of power, how effective can we
really expect our protests to be?

1

By Johanno Wilson

Delaware's 2,338 series.

Hilltop Staff Writer

The Bowling Bison women lost to Temple
and fenn State. However, they Jost only by a

Substitutes-there were none. The recent budget cuts prevented lhe HU Bowling Team from
carrying along extra players'. Therefore, they
had to travel to Harrisburg, Pa. last weekend
with a ''core'' team that had no choice but to
bowl outstandingly, or fall victim to poor scores
and game; losses.
However, to the unlikely surprise of their
opponents and to the relief of Jesse Barron and
his team, their fears were unfounded. Even
though, some games were lost, individual scores
were high and consistent.
Jesse Barron, head coach, said that he was
very pleased with his team's perfonnan~, especially because there were no substitutes for neither the men 's or women's team's.
''The (budget) cuts prevented us from carry·
ing substitutes. However, my team was c.onsistent and they bowled well," Barron said.
The women 's bowling team competed
against Temple University, Delaware State
University, and Pennsylvania State.
The HU women defeated Delaware State
with a team series score of 2,403 compared to

slim margin. The Bowling Bison finished with

a 2,483 team series behind Penn, who had a
2,882 team series. The HU team finished with

even a slimmer margin behind Temple. The
team finished with a 2404 series, while Temple
''rolled by'' with a 2,432 series.
Nicole Mattox averaged a 192 against Penn
State, while Delisa Scott averaged a 166

against Temple. Both scores were the highest
team averages ror those particutar matches.

We opened a lot of

0

ff

Bison prepare
for North
Carolina A&T
By DenlH Brown

games, Howard outgained the Aggies in total
offense.
Although statistics place the Bison as th e
underdog, Sports Information Coordinator fo.
N.C. A & T, Joe Godette, is expecting a ''tight,

Drexel, who had a team series of 2,726, while

. 11

teams were intimidated by them because HU
bowled so well with two rookies ''on board".
''We opened a lot of eyes. The competition
knows that whether we 're veterans or rookies,
we can get off," Scott said.
·Unlike the women, the Bowling Bison men,
competed against Bloomsburg College, Oeorge

preparation, the team has had the \feek off. The

coach hopes this week of rest will help the team

c

my initial nervousness, I did veiy well. A lot of Washington University, Drexel University and
people came through, several people shot 200," _Lincoln University.
Bennett said.
· The HU men won against George
The other team rookie, Tisha Turner, added Washington, but it was a victory that the
that the learn exceeded its expectations. Turner Bowling Bison had a difficult time claiming.
aJso said that she was happy for B.ennett; who HU barely rolled passed with a team series score
rolled her first 200 game.
of 2,751. while George Washington had a 2, 749
''She bowled two 200 games ...when she puts senes.
1
her mind on something watch out," Turner said.
The HU men, with a team series of 2,554
Scott said that she believed that the other Jost to Bloomsburg who had a 2,624 team series
with the help of John Kulick. In the first game,
11
Kulick bowled a 255-he was only 45 pins from a
perfect match.
•
The other loss was came by the way of

eyes
The
"I think overall we 9id very well considering we bowled with two rookies who have ' competition
never been 1n conference play before. We
,
bowl t.wo of the top teams. We lose a lot of knOWS ...We C8n get

potential when you are use to seven player, but
our rookies had good performances," Scott
said.
The rookies that Scott referred to rolled
due.es, which means a game of 200 in bowling.
A perfect score for bowling is 300.
Ronika Bennett, one of the rookies on the HU
team, said that she was pleased with her first
showing on the conference level.
"I WM nervous, but when I worked through

2

1991

~

CI· oth

HU were on their heels with a 2,637.
Even though the team was handed two losses,
the team was proud of its accomplishments.
Nehru Ali, who had a 500 plus series in all
four matches, said that he knows that the HU
men's bowling team \\'.ill rank among the best

for the 1991·1992season.
''I think we gave a good showing c.onsidering
that we had onJy five bowlers and no subs. And
looking at our competition, I think we will be
ranked in the top two or three in our conference
(Pennslyvania-Maryland)," Ali said.

-Standings
as of Ottober 13

and c.omments that the rest is good for healing
injured players.
Historically, the Aggies lead the Bison 11-81. The past six games have been evenly split.
However, the Aggies have one the past two
games, including last year 's 33-12 Homecoming

win before a crowd of 35,123. In both of those

Hilltop Staff Writer

A week prior 10 our Homecoming, the Bison
will face the 6· l Aggies of North Carolina A &
T State this Saturday at their Homecoming in
Greensboro, N. C.
According to head coach, Steve Wilson,
''Whenever you step on someone's campus on
their Homecoming, you are playing against a
different attitude." If this ·is true, that attitude

should be doubled this Saturday. Not only is
Saturday N.C. A & T State's Homecoming, but
it also marks the Aggies tOOth anniversary.
The game is expected to be a rough one, so in

1
• •

knock-down, drag·out fight" He could be right

•

The Bison have been instructed to ''Throw
out the face that it's their homecoming. Throw
out that it's their tOOth Anniversary. Throw out
the fact that its their Homecoming. Throw out
everything. We need a win," Wilson said.
The coach concedes that a win will not
improve the stats much, but says that a win will
improve the Bison's morale. The Bison currently hold 2-4 record. Good luck, Bison.

.f ''
•

•

•

A tough year

•

I

This Weeks's
SPORTS BRIEFS:
Three For Two

I

j

·.

The New York Knicks recently traded 12·
year veteran Maurice Cheeks to the
Atlanta Hawks for backup center Tim
McCormick. Jerrod Mustaf, a Knicks '
2nd-year forward, and Trent Tucker, a
nine- yea r guard, were traded to the
Phoenix Suns for Xavier McDaniel.

'
••

~,.
•

•

Red~ kins

•

.lt

Bad Boys
Thus far, the Washington

•

have

-

managed to go undefeated. The
Redskins. are currently 7·0 . . Their most
recent win was over the Cleveland
•

'

Browns, 42·17. However, according to

•

Richard Justice, a Washington Post staff
writer, perhaps the most remarkable
aspect of that game was that the
Redskins were whistle free. For the first
time in 266 games and 16 years, the
Redskins were not called for a penalty.

•

'

'

Here We Go Again
Thus far, the Washington Bullets have
failed to win any of their preseason bas·
ketball games. The Bullets are playing
without top pick LaBradford Smith,
who hurt his ankle in an off-season pickup game in Houston.

World Series Thrills
The Atlanta B1;aves were down two
games in the World Series before their
dramatic 12th inning rally Tuesday night
in Fulton County Stadium. Atlanta ace
Steve Avery was credited with the win,
his third in postseason play.

'
,

Booters look forward to next year after two losses
denced by senior forward Cory Mims: '' Right
now I feel that we have a real talented young
team and if they play and work hard ~ogether
they Should make it to the playoffs next year
and perhaps win the championship."
The Booters, who have dropped their last two
games in overtime to Loyola 1-0 and James
Madison 2·1, have the correct attitude to go as
far as the.y want to next season. " Basically for
the rest of the season we are going to be looking
towards the future while we work to improve
our team situation for next year. We are going
to focus on what we can do to improve our·
Confidence is within all of the Booten as evt· selves over the summer and start out on the

one that we play. We are trying to prepare for
· By Jollrty Anderson
next season while we improve on our record
Hilltop Staff Writer
this year,'' said/"unior midfielder Scott Lee. ,
Consider the ollowing. Six of the Booter s
After two recent tough ·loses, the Bison
Boaters chances of making the NCAA playoffs seven loses have been by one goal having lost
arc slim to none. However, this does not seem by two only to George Mason. The Boot~rs
have also been enhanced by a number of first
to bother the Boaters too much.
The Booters, who will only lose two starting year players such as freshman Jamal Skinner,
seniors from their lineup, have mu~h to .be whom has led the Bison in scoring for much of
excited about with such a yofuig team mclud.mg the season. Transfer Andrew Oliver has sho~n
nine starters coming back next year. First poise in the midfield and forward K~1th
things frrst, the Booters must use their remain· Fletcher has blended in well into the Bison
·
.
ing games to hone their talents
next.season. offense.

!or

• We will go into each game trymg to wm every

I•

right foot next season, " explained sophomore

defender Kevin Redmon.
With the possible addition of high school All·
American and National Team member Mark
Jonas, the Boaters c.ould prove to be very dan·
gerous next year. For now though, the Booten
will have to contend with their last five opp,onents which inctUde powerhouses William. &

Mary, Philad.elphia Textiles and ~roo~lyn
College. If the Booten can cany ~eir po51~e
attitudes onto the field, then they will have lam
a foundation for a successful season next year
perhaps turning those one goal loses around in
their favor.

•

I

•

'

•
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When will we
ever win one?

•
'

Preamble for the Athletic
Depanment:
We the administrators of
Howard University, in order to
forµt a more perfect sports program, establish a crazy schedule,
insure domestic funds, provide it

--

so the athletes have no defense,

promote our general welfare and
secure the blessings of Jenifer for
ours~ lves

..

and our posterity, do

or dain and establish this
Const itution for the athletic department of Howard University.

)

•

We are students at Howard
Universitv, and have been students
for three Years now. In these years,

'

--

•

-·

•

the atfilctic department at Howard

•

has undergone many transitions.
Right before our freshman year,
the football team hired a new
coach. During our sophomore year,
sports clubs like lacrosse and
women's soccer began to gel some
attention, but still did not receive
the funds they needed. In the same
year. the athletic director was fired
for making some questionable and
foolhardy comments about late
Al abama coach Paul '' Bear"
Br)'ant doing more for integration
in the South th an the late Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Now, in our junior year, a new
at hl etic director has come into
town, and has pledged to make
changes to make Howard sports
teams more competitive. Can we,
as avid sports fans and faithful
team supporters, trust the claims of
our own athletic department, especially after all the ''Tom FOOiery'' it
has engaged over the years?
We, as students , want to trust
the athletic department, but the
department has used us and our
love for our teams time after time.
The athletic department won't support tCams like bowling and
lacrosse, but complains when the
stands are not full for every footbal l and basketball home game.
If ihc ''s maller '' sports were
allowed to prosper, maybe they

l'hotO Dy Mlot 111 Helrtt

By AndrN Wllll•m•

Hilltop Staff Wnter
The Bison Football team s' 2-4 record
may come as a surprise to a lot of critics
and close watchers of th e. program .
Granted, the lo ses have come to some
very challenging teams such as Alcorn
State and Temple. The team has also lost
some big Division games to · South
Carolina State (2-1) and BethuneCookman who is undefeated in Division

,I

play.

Many people may say that this is just
not the Bison's year. but there are several

who feel differently. A lot of the Bison
shortcomings could be the result of an
injury-plagued team.·
.
.
An injury to a key player like Emmitt
Smith could disrupt a teams performance
on any given day. Smith, who has been
suffering from a tom hamstring since the
AJcom State game, is one of the starting
inside·linebackers. Smiths job is to help

plug up the middle and stop the run,
which is a key part of a teams offense.
Another key injury to the Bison team
was suffered by corncrback Neil
Downing. Downing sustained an injury
in the Temple game and is expected to be

l'hot.o Dy WoodNtt

out for the remainder of the season.
Any lime a team loses a cornerback, it
is a major loss. Stopping the pass is a
major task for any one player or an entire
defense. Sophomore offensive tackle
Derek Blakely had bee~ out with shoulder problems, but has started practicing
again and may be able to play in the
Bisons' game on Saturday against
Conference rivals North Carolina A&T.
Some of the injuries sustained by team
have forced several position changes,
most notably, the quarterback position.
T~e revolving door between Senior

starter Donald Carr 'and Freshman sensa-

tion Demond Arter has got to be the most
significant change on the entire team.
Luckily, in the Bison's case, the two
quarterbacks compliment each other.
Carr, who has been plagued with nagging injuries throughout the season, has
been very tough in enduring the pain and
playing with it. Carr has a gicat arm and
is an excellent scrambler. Arter is also a
great passer who shows great confidence in his passing game. What happens wbi;n an injured starter and his back
up do not compliment one another?
Position sharing may not be a strate-

gic ploy for the coach to get the best performance out of his team. The coach
may have to choose between an injured
starter and an up and coming player. In
many sports situations, it is an unwritten
rule that if your are an injured starter,
once rehabilitated, you will get you starting position back. ''If the two guys are neck and neck in
the first place then it is o.k. (to replace
the starter) if the player replacing the
starter is doing a good job, '' Smith said.
The truth is, position changes should be
for the good of the team and not for the
ego.

I

•
•

'

•

•

'
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could help support the "larger"
teams. Both the bowling team and
the Tac Kwon Do are perennial
winners. Students can easily view
the hypocrisy in such twisted logic.
Maybe the students would be
more encouraged to go"to football
and basketball games if the football team had not Jost four games
in a row the past two seasons and
the basketball tca:m won more than
eight games in a season once in a

wh ile.
Don 't misunderstand us, since
we arc not athletes. we sympathize

"Still, we have to
question the
people that have
crafted the
schedule fo~ our
sports teams."
with our courageous Bison . .Still,
we have to question the people
who have crafted the schedule for
uu r teams. How can the football
players compete with proven powerhouses like Temple, Alcorn
S1atc, and Central State?
f
How can the Bison "cagers"
(that is, for the unlearned, basketball players) be expected to compete against Ohio St!te,
Minnesota, and Florida?
It looks like the athletic depart-

ment is trying to get Howard some
11ational recognition, and that is
'dmirable, but the)powers that be
may be rushing things a bit. ,

Contrary to popular belief, a football team docs not look good when

it gets blown out week after week,
especially in front of a record
crowd in the Hoosier Dome.
After Ohio State and Minnesota
crush the Bison in about two
months ... well, we do not know if
that will happen, but we arc all
expectipg it. How can a team prepare ft!T its conference schedule by
getting blown out by the best teams
in the country? It will probably

'••

•

•••
•
l
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••

•

"
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Mark Wright

Despite injuries, Montana returns

•

-

•

••

I admire you Mr. Montana. I really
do. I do not admire you just for endur-

ing 13 years in the National Football
League (NFL), four Super Bowl rings,
three Super Bowl M"ost Valuable
Player Awards or 242 career touchdowns. I admire you for something a
lot different.
You recently had elbow surgery to
repair tendon damage. It was your
eighth surgery in your pro-career.
You had elbow surgery in 1981 and
1989, back surgery in 1986, arth roscopic surgery on your le(t knee In
1983 and 1989, arthroscopic surgery
on your shoulder in 1986 and surgery
to repair a broken hand in January
1991 . Whew!
I know, I still haven't gotten to why
I admire you. Here 's why: After all
your operations and the fact that you
will be 36-years-old next season, you
still have the drive and the determination to play again.
In every professional sport, athletes
play for years and years in pursuit of
that "one'' championship ring . As
soon as they get it, they 're gone, mission accomplished .. remem ber Doug
Williams?
·
Adrian Dantley played in the
National Basketball Association for
years and will undoubtedly go down in
the history books as one of the greatest

.

small forwards ever to play the game,
but )'OU know what ... he doesn't have-a
ring. You have four.
My ,question to you is: Wh.y Mr.
Montana? Why are you trying to
come back? Is it your love for the
game or a reckless disregard for your
health?
A doctor who recently examined
yo u told the Associated Press that
· you also have an unstable and weakened shoulder that might stop your
comeback. Docs that anything to
you?
It 's true Mr. Montana, NFL adversaries have learned to never count
you. out . New Orleans Saints
President/General Manager Jim
- Finks tOld The Washington Post. ''I
haven ' t seen any quarterback do what
Joe has done and that is bring a club
. back." You are truly the comeback
quarterback.
Mr. Montana, I am only a fan and
you'll probably prove me wrong,
seeming as though you 've accomplished everything in football . You
are destine'd for the Hall of Fame.
Now.it 's time Mr. Montana, to reflect
on your accomplishments.
This fan would love to see you play
again, but this fan would also like to
see you walk without a limp after your
playing days are over.

Don't let this happen to you. Sign up now for
an interview with the National Serurity Agency.
we re looking for Spring ·91 and Fall 9t graduates
interested in full-tin1e employment. It could be the
opportunity you've been looking for.
NSA is the Department of Defense agency .
charged with foreign Signals Intelligence: domestic
J11form:ttio11 SeLurity. a11d overall Operations

sl aughter the confidence of a
young team looking for positive
reinforcement. We have seen what
it has done to our football . team
' al ready . The confidence of the
''Buffalo Soldiers'' is at an all lime
low.
Guys, wake up!! Howard sports
needs a little time to grow.
t

Serurity for the U.S. Government.
It's an in1portant. exciting mission that lends
itself to some unique job opportunities.
So don't miss out •
National
on what could be the
Sec.urity
chance of a lifetime. -~ 'q
,:
Meet with NSA. We're
''•,,.... ~ Agency
coming to campus. The opporrunities of a Lifetime

r

'

7

•

•

I
NSA INTERVIEW•SCHEDULE
Thi 11atloiil Sec•i11J Al••OJ wlll 11111 ta ipn llowaalla' 14tll l•l'"'nlll 11110rs "1:'~ 11
ilictrlnl Htl•llllll, ocu IPl'ts' 11IH01, U11~1atlllcs •- 11111, Mltltll• Entn 11 • o
111111111• a ,,, pc11lt1oc11n ll10 n1111-ll lor l••IOn.
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The Redskins continue to roll~ ...

1
I

'

~·

, By Dimon Dozl1r
Hilltop Staff WrKer

I

'

I

'

r~

''••

The Washington Redskins are

'

one of only two und9eated ~ams in
the National Football League. Jn a
city that is already ''hog wild'' about
the Redskins, this season's quick
start has the city going nuts. Every
component on the team seems to be
moving in sync as the Redskins
travel through the schedule.
On offense, oquarterback Mark

Rypien is having a Pro Bowl type of
season. He is rated among the lead·
ers in passing efficiency in the NFC.
Running backs Earnest Byner,
Gerald Riggs, and rookie sensation
Ricky Earvins, establish a brutal
running attack, while "The Posse''
(wide receivers Art Monk, Gary
Clark, and Ricky Sanders) help
anchor the NFC's most dangerous
passing attack
On special teams, punt returner
Brian Mitchell has already run two
punt s bac k for touchdowns. The
defense is anchored by Charles
Mann (5 sacks) on the line, Wilber
Marshall at the linebacking spot,
and speedy Darell Green in the secondary.
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At the Miracle Faith Center
The Biggest Step Show in Washington!
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./ Free Promotiona I
Records and Tapes
from Columbia Records
and Arista Records!

•
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November 2, 1991. DCilors open at 5:00 p.m.
Miracle Faith Center, 1134 3rd St NE
•
Tickets: $7 for the first 1,000, $10 thereafter.
Over 4,000 were in attendance last year !
For tickets or info, call 301-303-8056.
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BEST OF FRIENDS, INC.
Howard University Homecoming

•

. Gala Scholarshlp Fundralser
-.
.,

'
'

•

.

-

..

''CELEB~ATE ·THE TIMES OF .YOUR LIFE!''

•

•

,

•

Saturday, November 2, 1991

9:00 P.M. to l :00 A.M.
MAZZA GALLERIE - ATRIUM
5300 Wisconsin Avenue, NW

•
·~
-

•

•

Donation - $25.oo
•
.00 at the door
•
How · University Scholarship Fund

.
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Part<ln9 provi\jed b~ .:::otonlo
$2.00 fee for the evening

Paymen1 Plans AvaJlab!e9• K . a

.

-

b

COLLEGE JEWELRY
_,__
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•

~ 1',
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or1dng Go
. rage

Tickets on sole at Crorr\ton Box Office
FOR MORI: INFORMATION car.I,

(301) ·929 :. 6721 or (202) 723-2592

HOWARD UNIVERSITY HOMECOMING 1991

REGENERATION OF SOUL

HOWARD UNIVERSITY HOMECOMING 1991

REGENERATION OF SOUL

Presents . ..

r

•

. j

•

L

I

i

•

GET A FREE T-SHIRT WHEN
YOU BUY HOMECOMING
20°/o DISCOUNTTICKET
PACKAGES

R&BCONCERT
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1
Crwnton Auditorium
6:30 & 9:30 p.m.
H .U . Students

General

$15.00
$20.00

T -Shirts will be sold at all Homecoming Events for $4
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Information Session
October 28th at 6:30 ,p.m.
Blackburn Center
Room 148

-

GENERAL MOTORS
VOLUNTEER SPIRIT AWARD

'

1989

·'

in association with

Howard University
The Office of
Student Activities

•

•

Attention
Student
Volunteers!

enou
J

'

••

'

~
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•

Submit Your Applications for the GM
. Volunteer Spirit Award!

•

•

•

Deadline for applications is:

At Bell Atlantic, we always keep our eyes open for people like you. Those who
understand that .to succeed requires doing your best ... and then toppin'!i it

Friday,February14,1992

You'll have that chance at Bell Atlantic where the values of integrity, excellence,
respect and trust, individual fulfillment and profitable growth, as well as our commitment to quality have made our $25 billion, Fortune 500 company a recognized international leader in information and communications management
"
At Bell Atlantic, we're much more than a telephone company. Besides local
seIVice, we provjde information and communications systems, computer maintenance
and software.

Applications available at:

Rm. 117,
Blackbt11·11 ,
UniversitY Center
(202) 806-7000

: We atoibute our success in these fields, in part, to our unified cotporate vision.
One that supports team play, encourag~s risks,. insists on individual accountability and
focuses on priorities. We also provide abundant resources and support as well as an
encouraging environment_

CHEVROLET· PONTIAC· OLOSMOSILE
SUICK·CAOILLAC·GMC TRUCK

0

lf these things are important to you, maybe it's about time you talked to us
about our Executive Development Career Track and opportunities in Business,
Finance, Sales, Marketing, NetmJrk Design, Engineering <>r Applications Programming.
We think you'll like what you hear about your future in our dynamic, high tech
envtronment.

-GMAC

General MolOl'"s .::sharing your lulure "

•989

•

Bell Atlantic offers competitive salaries with the potential for bonuses, an
excellent benefits package, and the opportunity to go beyond your best.

\

'

For more information about Bell Atlantic career opportunities and on-campus
interviews, contact your Ca.;,er Placement Office. Affirmative Action/Equal Opportilnity
Employer.
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ARD UNIVERSITY HOMECO ING 1991
October 25 - Nove111ber 2
r

•

,

'

•

'

'

FRIDAY, OCTOBERl'
Jus Concert
Featuring: Himalaya &

the Nf.cole Sutherland Quartet
CramtonAuilttorlwn
8 p.m.

SATURDAY,OCTOBERl6
Oo1pel Concert
FeaturfrVJ: BeBe & CeCe Winans
& Howard Gospel Choir
Constttutton Hall
7 p.m.

SUNDAY, OCTOBERl7
C•ll to Claapel
G•wst Speaker: Dr. Vashtt McKenzie
Rankin Chapel
11 a.m.
lb.HoaardPa1e·nt
Cramton Au.dttorlwn 7 p.m.

MONDAY, OCTOBERl8
,

Food Festtval I Lectures

I

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1

Art Festtval

Bowardfest

Vul.etJShow
Cramton Audttatum
6:30 & 9:30 p.m. !

Main Yard
12 Noon
Pep Rally
3:30 p.m
.Al•m•l·Bt•4eat Networlr19C B•tra..,.... ,

· Blackburn'Center
5:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Ra B Coaoert

TUESDAY, OCTOBERl9
11.U. De•ce BaMmble
Cmmton Au.dltorlwn
8 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER JO

Featuring: Boyz II Men & Jodnt

Cmmton Au.dttorlwn
6:30 & 9:30 p.m.
Pae-Homeoomlnl Cele'bdtJ' aa.Ja
Vista International Hotel
9:00 p.m. - 3:00 a.m.

Iatenaatloul-Fut :aeoeptloa
Gallery Lounge, Blackbwn 5:30 - 7:30
Step Show
7p.m.
Burr Gymnastwn
T.B.A.
AfterPutT

A ~lack City Production
tn <lODJUDCtlon wtth the Hcmeo••""8 Cc+••••••tee

THURSDAY, OCTOBER J1
l'ulaloa Slaow
Cramton Audttatum
7 p.m. & 10 p.m.
After l'utT
T.B.A.

•·

SATURDAY, NOVEMBERl
•

Bomeoomlal O•me
1 p.m.
H.U. vs. Cenbal State U.

Greene Stadwm

Intern•tlonal-l'•t

TICKETS' 20% DISCOUNT PACKAGES AVAILABLE AT CRAMTON.AUDITORIUM
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';4.nd in today

already walks

tomorrow.''
Samuel Thylor .Coleridge

--
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Bell Communications Research (Bell core) provides the
research, engineering, and technical support necessary
to keep its owner I clients, the Bell Operating
Companies, on the leading edge.
With over 8,000 highly talented employees on staff, we
are one of the largest research consortiums in,till:
•.·.··· worJ.ll.
-.•.•.
and the source of signifi<;_ant breakthroughs in Jt:?o'ide::~:·
variety of technical areas.

We have openings at our northern and central New
Jersey facilities for creative thinkers who are interested
in making a significant contribution in:

I

•

•

• Applied Research
• Operations Technology
• Software Technology & Systems
• Information Networking Services
• Network Technology
A BS, MS or PhD degree in Computer Science,
• Computer or Electrical _Engineering is a requirement.
We are also looking for individuals with PhD degrees
in Mathematics, Statistics, Operations Research,
'
Physics, Chemistry,, Materials Science, or ~man
Factors Engineering.
:

'

Placel~t

...

Sign up at the Career Planning &
center
to meet our recruiters on Campus, November 8.

•

• If you are interested in designing the world of
tomorrow, write to Bellcore today.
Manager, Technical Employment
Be11 Communications Research
4B-l30 CN 1300
Piscataway, NJ 08854
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GEORGE OR PEI'ER AT 232The ladies of Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority, Inc. Alpha Phi Chapter 2320 WHILE SUPPLIES LAST.
EXTEND YOUR BEAUTY Hair
would like to thank all of the
Extensions by Tracy Lynn.
generous individuals who assisted
Homecoming Specials- Basics
us in the feeding the homeless at
S. 0 . M. E. For volunteer from $40, Twist from $50 and more
in~ r ation all 2 2 67- 74 :..,....
. ~all 202)72~4955 .
1
e Ladies o p a apter e ta 1he Ladies o AIPhahapter Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. present Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. present
the annual Walk-a-than Oct. 26,
the 1 1991
Fall
Caboret1991 . Meet in the Valley at 8:30
THE ESSENCE OF CRIMSON
AND
CREAM- am. Pick up participation sheets in
advance: Meridian Rm. 245,
Frida y, November 1, at the
Bethune 173W, 361W; Slowe 3Washington Marriot, 1221 22nd St.
NW 10-2 am. Tickets on sale at 105; The Quad: 108 Crandall, 318
Cramton Box Office for $10, $15 at Baldwin; The6Towers 142E. 822W.
For every one who enjoyed
the tloor.
CAMPUS PAL Interest meeting
themselves at the BYOB, come and
Tuesday, Nov. 5th al 6 pm in
party till yob drop at Zeta Phi Beta
School of Business Auditorium.
2nd annual PJ party on Nov. 9. at
Reyolutjop Aeaipst French
The Ladies of the ALPHA
the Phi Beta Sigma Frat House,
~oloni~sm
SWEETHEART Court are
1327 R St. NW.
t uRN
THE us1c
spbnsoring a Halloween Party for
Have you ever partied in your Pls?
WANT TO HEAR ON 830AM
the HU Hospital; Child Care Center Why not join the Zetas and jam in
WHBC
on October 30th at 6 pm.
your PJs, Sat., Nov. IJ at the Zeta
In need of (2) Tuin Beds? Price
The ladies of the ALPHA
Phi Beta PJ reggae party at Phi
.,.....N
..,.e otiabl Call 70 -461-7928
Beta Sigma Frat house, 1327 R St.
Lousiana C u meellng at 5 pm I 6 SWEETHEART Court are asking
all interested
parties to come
NW· 4 with PJs
without.
Douglass Hall Oct. 28.
out and help feed the homeless on
01n eta t Beat at
asa
Call Breeze fYping service
Oct.26 at: First Congregational
Homeless Shelter on Nov. 15. Call
(202)362-9679 M-F 6pm - IOpm,
Baptist Church, 945 G & 10th St.
703-548-7254.
all day weekends. Free pickup and
NW, Washington, DC. For more
Support PrOject Harvest, by
delivery for Howard University.
information Call 202 882-8630.
donating food and clothing items in
Professional and Reliable.
TH 'BROTHERS OF PHI BETA
the Zeta Phi Beta boxes located
HOMECOMING RECEPTION
SIGMA FRATERNITY, INC.,
in dorm lobbies, Nov. 11-25.
ON "CAPITOL HILL"
ALPHA CHAPTER, would like to
Help eliminate illiteracy, by
Attention!!! Tom Skinner
thank the HU Community for their
donating old magazine and and
Associates invites you th "The
books in the Zeta Phi Beta boxes
support of our "Annual Sleepoul
Power of African American
For the Homeless". Look for other
located in dorm lobbies.
Leade rs Together", a Christian
activities as we continue to be a
Lousiana Club Meeting
Homecoming Reception for
positive role-mcxlel in our community. Interested? Please attend Oct. 28
Howard University on Saturday,
SPRING BREAK from $199
5-6·30 m Refreshments served.
November 2, 1991, 7 pm at the
CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
F EE! 0 Reve at1on em1nars
Rayb_urn Building (Independence
PAYTONA AND PANAMA
Truth HAS BEEN FOUND!
and South Capitol Streets. S.W.),
CITY.
· Includes 7
CARNEGIE OCT. 25 7: 0 PM.
Foyer room. Network with
nights, free beach party, free
outh Carolina C u eettng on
students, alumn i, and Black
nightclub adm issions and more!
Wed. Oct. 30 at 6:30 pm in DGH
professionals. Enjoy a delicious
BOOK WITH THE BEST-DON'T
239.
_buffet, inspiratio nal entertainment,
SETTLE FOR LESS! 1-800-724Visit Soviet Union l International
a dy namic message by Tom
1555
.
Leadership
Skinner. Cost? $10 students, $20
'I HE COLLEGE OF FINE
Ca
general public. More information?
ARTS and THE
Contact Micheal C. Worsley, (202)
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
529-5734 by October 26.
ASSEMBLY present:
CAMPUSEST '91
BKX will be meeti ng Mon. OCt. 28
"OPTIMISTIC":
Prize/Drawing
ant 5:30 pm in Just Hall Rm. 142.
VCR and small appliance repair at A MUSICAL EXTRAVAGANZA Client: AWIA Prize: Radical
Friday, November 8, 1991 7:30 PM Stereo Student Name: Crystal
affordable rates.
Cramton Auditorium
Brown -Winner, Nancy PrettoCall John 882-5845.
Damage: $5 for Students with a
Alternate
LOOKING FO R AMERI CAN
College l.D.
EXPRESS TRAVEL VOUCHER
Client: AWIA Prize: Personal
$10 for General Admission
Headphone Stereo Student Name:
OR AIRL INE TICKET TO
HpUSTON
DEC.
22-29 · GET YOUR SNAZZY LOOKING Dominque Filostral- Winner,
"CENTRAL SUCKS"
NEGOTIABLE. PLEASE CALL
Donerick Rainey-Alternate
HOMECOMING SHORTS.
(301) 649-2636.
Client: CAMAY Prize: FID
FANTASTIC COLOURS. CALL Dollars ( $I 00) Student Name:

ANNlllJNCEMENT~
1'rlE tt6 ~1·,\Rb UNIVERS TY
STUDENT ASSOCIATION AND
THE ALL AFRICAN PEOPLE'S
REVOLUTIONARY PARTY
PRESENT THE PAN AFRICAN
VIDEO SERIES:
Monday, Oct. 28, 1991 7 pm
#142 Blackbum Center
"The Truth About Malcolm X '
'
~1onday, r< 1JL ll, 1991 7 pm
# 142 Blackburn Center
"Generations of Resistance"
~ Strueele in Azapja (South
Africa)
11-londay, Nov. 25, 1991 7 pm
#142 Blackburn Center ' The
Battle of Algiers ' ~ Aleerjap
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Postelle Birch-Winner, Engh
Benton-Alternate
Cllent:OBSESSION(MALE)
PRIZE: Backpack full of Calvin
Klien Obsession Products
Student Name: Scott Lee-Winner,
Stephen Blackwell- Alternate
Client:OBSESSION (FEMALE)
PRIZE: Backpack full of Calvin
Klien Obsession Products
Student Name: Cassandra
Caldwell-Winner, Stephanie ElamAlternate
Client: PERDUE
PRIZE:
Microwave
Student Name:
Gail Tyler- Winner, Alicia BayardAlternate
,
Client: SUNSHINE
PRIZE:
G!Ff BASKET Student Name:
LaCesha Brintley- Winner, Audra
Goggans- Alternate .
STUDENTS FACUTLY STAFF
TOP PRICES PAID FOR
UNWANTED BOOKS WITH
RESALEVALUE ·TIMJONES
TAJ BOOK SERVICE 722-0701
SUPPORT A STUDENT
ENTERPRISE

HELP WANTED

EARN $2000. + FREE SPRING
BREAK TRIPS!
North America's #I Student Tuur
Operator seeking motivated
&tudents, organizations,
fraternities and sororoties as
campus representatives promoting
Cancun, Bahamas Daytona and
· Panama City!
Call I (800) 724-1555
THIS IS IT $3K TO $5K
MONTHLY, NO SELLING
DOUBLE INCOME EVERY 6-9
MONTHSJ(301) 953--0700 EXT 91.
EARN $soo-$1soO/MONTH
6 hrs/wk NO selling & NO talking
Call (301) 953-0700 Ext. 113X
,Av
T"" CLERK PART-TIME
Individual needed to photocopy
documents, perform courier dut ies
between office and Capitol Hill and
do some library research. Lt.
typing required. Work M-F, 2-8
pm preferbaly, but must work every
Thursday. Convenitent llL DT
metro. &7.50/hour. Please call
(202) 862-2700 for send resume to:
ARTHUR ANDERSON .!<; CO.,
1666 K Street, NW, Washington,
DC,
Attention: 610. EOE

Slick,

MODELS/ACIJ)RS!!
Interested in workl'ilg in local
commercials, films, and print ads?
Call StarLaunchers at 202-9654428 i~ moreifferma!jo~

Mmmm ... cake Mixl
(Smile).

~jka
opey (DOpcy!) Fisher,

~I.
0
RoomS Or rent renova1

Happy 20th Birthday, ...
remember, God will make a way!!
luv ya,
"Ojtzv"
Tyrone J.,
I refuse to wait any longer.
I want you and l WILL get you.

10

townhouse close to campus. Rents
starting froni $250 + utilities.
Additional rooms available in
January. Please contact Chris
Cloud after 7 pm weekd~s 8321288.
House to Share Howard U Area.
Avail. Immed.-3 Rms avail in 4 Rm
house -washer, dryer, NC -must
be clean, responsible, eniployed,
non-smoker, over 25, drug free $300, $325, $350 + utili -Call &
leave message (202)332-6699. Ask
for Mit£.h.
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR
RENT.
TWO
BLOCKS FORM CAMPUS:
LARGE &SMALLFROM
$275/MONTH + 1/4 UTILITIES .
(202) 483-0047.
ROOMS, DUPLEX
RENOVATION, SPACIOUS, CAC,
WW, WD, Cable, walking
distance, $370 plus 1/3 utilities.
I 229-2485 Ms. Drummond.
avoy Suites Hbtel offenng specia 1
rates for Homecoming. Located
Wisc. Ave. Upper Georgetown.
$75/night. For reservations Call
337-9700.
Room For Rent in Spacious 5
bedroom Hduse. Completely
Renovated located 4 blocks form
Campus. For More information
phone 265-1518 or 483-8406 any
time. $330/mo. + utilities
1236 Harvard Street, NW.

w~~uc~~ve
LEESHACOOkA.
A .~
B.K.A Ms. ORIGINAL
REGGAE QUEEN: KEEP ON
ROCKIN IT BAHAMA MAMA
FROM THE CAPITOL I'LL
ALWAYS WVE YOU.
GUESS
WHO?
Jared,
' made
l hope my medicine
you feel better. I am glad you are
well and back to normal!
DONNA
I miss U! can i see U.
please? i wanna do our dance.

FRED
To The Brothers of Alpha Ch., Phi
Beta Sigma Faternity, Inc:
Zeta Phi Beta Sigma, Always.
Regardless.
2-A-9QWW
To Kathy B:
Best birthday wishes (Oct. 28).
Who's sleeping now?
P.S. You snore- Ha!
Luff Chris
To mD.
Happy Birthday Babe! One
day we'll find you a Dwyane!
Here's Teddy Grahams and t~fnbs
·
PERSONALS
.,....,,.........,..,.....:.:"""--."--- in your mouth.
.
Dr. Watson,
Chris
P.S. Who'll button
Thank f Ou for dinner last
week. It was "Sizzling" (smile). ls your clothes when I'm gone?
your office open this weekend too? - Anthony P.,
I'm glad you're back 'cause I missed
Call me,
you something terrible: My whole
Sherlock Holmes
·,
being was lost without
To Rhonda,
.
.
Nothing can be. ~s sweet as you!!Always loving you
. LOVE,
you, every since the day I saw you,
and now that we're together as one,
Momma,
life with you is so much fun.
Thanks for being my best friend. I
Lo
love you.
ve, Caesar
JOHANNA
1

I

Friday, November 1st, 19911 ,
Celebrating Howard Univenlty Homecoming
, I All partygoers from West Coast to East Coa~
experience the largest dance floor and longest bar
,
/ 50,000 watts of sound /
/
1

-

I

, /

'
" ' /
Perfor111ing live on stage!
.- ;--- . ' the ultimate /
- ·'
1
,,

"1"•&E' 'l'LllD QuES-t

ONE MILLION OF'THE BEST
IN AMERICA HAVE ALREADY CHOSEN
THE BEST RETIREMENT PROGRAM. ·

•

'

CREF's var iable annuity ofTe rs opportl1nities for growth "vith fOur difTere~ t
investment accounts, each managed wi1h
the long- term persp ec1ive essen t ial to
sound retirement planni ng.

T

IA A-C R EF is building a sour1d
financial fu t ure for more than
1,000,000 people in the education and
researc h comm unities. AnJ over 200,000
ret irees are now enjoying the benefits of'
their T IAA-C R EF ann uit ies.
LOOK FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY.

,
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" · D.J. "Supreme''
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FREE Buffet Breal<fast
VFull Con~e(t and Hli>Hop/Rockas Mer Party_
I
........ 00015 OPEN 9 PM - 5 AM

,-

AT THE
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1649 Kalorama Rd., ml/ !between 16th & 17th)
...._ I . ...._ · Washington, DC /
...._
/
Limited St o.oo advance tickets

,

.

-~

j,

/

~

/

ALL tickets avaltable at Tlcketmaster outlets \ 1
"
Call Citadel Box Office (202) 432-0200
or Bla~kburn Center 12021 667-3900
/
I

j
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Your future is p rotected by t he largest
private retiremen t s.)'Stem in the na t ion.
S ince 1918, \Ve have been helpi ng build a
secure future IOr people in educat ion a nd
research. \Ve ha.;,e done so well , fO r so
ma ny. f~r so long that \•;e c ur rent ly man.lge
over $95 billion in assets.
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TIA A offers you the safety of a traditional l
annuity that gua ra ntees your p r in cipa l plus I
a SJlccif1ed rate of interest , and p rovides
I
I
fo r ad di tional g rowth thro ug h div idends.
Fo r it s sta bility, sound in vestment s, and
I
overall fina ncial strength , TIAA has
I
received the highest p ossib le rat ings fro m 1
all three of the ins urance indus try's leading I
independent agencies:".
I

ii'•

~

STRENGTH.

1

...,, D,MC's #1 World DeeJay of the Year

/ I .,

Sec ur ity-so t he resources are there
when it is time to reti re. Gro\vt h-so ) ou' ll
have enough income for the kind ol" re1ircment you want. And diversity- to help
protect yo u agai 11st ma rket \ o latilit.Y an d
to let you benefit from several types
of in vestments.
HERE'SWHATYOUGET
FROM TIAA-CREF.

E XPERIENCE. PERFORMANCE.

I

SEND NOW FORA FREE

RETIREMENT INVESTMENT KIT,
;,,,·luding a .<;,.,,.,;,/ Rrro•r/ Oil T IAA illve11 mellll .
l\.1ail thi~ coupo,, 10: Tlt\t\·C REF, Dt p!. QC,
730Third /\venue, New York. N V 10017. Or call

I 800-842-2733, Ext. 801 6.
11·,,,,,, ( 1'1.ast prin1)

zvc.~i.
"""-----='--==~('/1,y

Stair

IMtiluli<'N (Full n&mc)

Ensuring the future
,.IOr those wh o shape tt.~
I

1
Ir.-":::ii<_ _ _ _ _ _.='~"'''='"'''-''="-~'~~'- - I TIAA ·c:RF.F Part~irnnt
If yti, S.,,..,,I S«1trily f

i::..:o:::==========================='

~D~~~O~N~·--------·----,0<;;;-
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EDITOR'S NOTE
•

They have .l ong days and short riights. Their calendars are filled weeks
in advance. They have the ~.nergy of 10 people and the dedication_of 20.
Meetings are their life, sleep is their luxury and fun ... well, that's something
they have when there's a gap in their sche.d ule. Who are these people and
why do they live this way? ... They're some of Howard University's shining
stars, and they are working to guide the student body into the 21st century.
Even though you should be familiar with the names of .the ''big~chee~es''
like Ivan B., Tracy Mc., Dennis A., Terri H., and Rory V., do you even remem·
ber who was elected to lead your school or college last spring?
Well, EXTENSIONS is back and this time we are presenting some of the
busiest busy bodies on campus
the student leaders. In addition to ·a listing
of what some of the student councils are doing, we are highlighting five of
the 320 student organizations at Howard to show you the diversity in leadership.
,
.
We at THE HILLTOP want to introduce you to the people behind the titles and also to give you an idea of what they have planned for the year. Unfortunately, some of the student council leaders were unabl~ to be contacted;
however, the names are listed so that you will at least know who they are.
This edition is for every student from freshman to senior because we want
everyone to get involved in the work to be done. So, read on, enjoy, then let's
get busy.
'

Howard Gospel Choir

•

Campus Pols

•

Resident Assistant

Following the Leaders
A highlight of four organizations that get busy Howard style
By Joyce Davis
SEE PAGE

4

To ping it all off: Rory, Ivan, Tracy, Terri and Dennis
.

•

ehind the scenes with the head honchos on the yard
SEE PAGE 6

'

Student Leader Alert
A directory to leaders of your school or college
SEE PAGE

14

Peace, love and soul,

. extensions
.

Paula M. White
Special Projects Editor

Paula M. White, Special Projects Editor
Bill G. Neely, Creative Director
Cover Photos by Ayoka Campbell ·
Artwork by Rodney Reynolds
'

Special Thanks to all contrj.buting writers and editors,
photographers and artists who helped complete this edition.

•
"~·

•

'
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• the performance at the Smithsonian InstiSpirituality permeates through the univer· ..
tution in conjunction with the inaugural activisity, the Howard Gospel Choir is an outstand·
ties for President Ronald Reagan
.·
ing musical aggregation. The choir's chief ob•the appearance at the National Black Rejective is to promote the tenets of Chris·
publican Convention
CHOIR tianity through the singing of gospel
• Presid~ntJimmy Carter's "Old Fashioned
music.
Gospel Sing-in" at the White House
Interdenominational in structure,
As well as gracing these promrnant plaees,
the organization is a fusion of phenomethe choir has worked with a number of notenally talented singers and instruments
whose musical presentations have been worthy artists, including: Rev. J ai:nes Cleveland, Andrae Crouch, The Hawkins Family,
in constant demand throughout the
The Winans, The Richard Smallwood Singers,
United States.
Commissioned, Rev. Milton & Thompson ComRigorous musical preparation al·
munity Singers, Patti LaBelle and Stevie Wonlows the choir to present a variety of
der.
gospel, spiritual and classical chori!l litThe choir produced its first television series
erature which is disseminated through
entitled "Black Heritage in Sacred Music" at th_e
the choir's chief purpose, as state·d in
invitation of WUSA (Channel
9). The
the choir's constitution, "to uplift the
.
. series
traced the steps of black sacred music from
name of Jesus Christ through the
colonial times to t_h e present.
singing of his gospel music."
•
Continuing to send their spiritual message ·
The choir has a few notches on its
out to the world, the choir has recorded.five albelt in terms of prestigious places it has
bums, the latest of which is '<God· Can Make A
had the opportunity to perform: ·
Way''.
• the John F. Kennedy Center's
If you are a singer or a musician who is se" Celebration of Life" commemorating
riously considering membership, contact
the establishment of Martin Luther King, Jr.' s
Arphelius Gatling at 202-582-3116.
birthday as a national holiday .
~-·-

Ya wanna meet people
Ya wanna have fun
Ya wanna 'ride rollorcoasters
at Kings Dominion
•

Ya wanna play the Dating Game
Ya wanna eat hearty
Ya wanna dive
into the C.P. pool party
.
Ya wanna get directions ,
someone to show you where to go
fya wanna be entertained
at. the Variety Show
Ya wanna be live
Ya wanna be in the mix
Get the C.P. packet for the Class of '96
(ar whatever year you make it out)

Incoming freshman are usually grateful to
have a buddy to talk to when "new-toH oward" confusion sets in. The Campus Pals
are a group of volunteer students who w o rk

•

'

-.

·'

-

'

•

..

HOWARD GOSPEL

'

diligently to make the transition of incoming
freshman to college life smooth, exciting and
entertaining.
\
The volunteer program also incl11des
a series of rap sessions in which all of the
new students can sit down with the Pals
to talk, get to know each other and discuss any concerns they may have.
Each new entrant to the University is
assigned a Campus Pal who will correspond with you during the summer. For
a nominal fee, new entrants can purchase
the CP packet and gain privileges to par- '
ticipate in a number of activities, includ··
'
ing: the annual Variety Show, the Dating
Game, Movie Night, a c":'ise along Baltimore's Inner Harbor and King's Dominion amusement park.
Most of these events occur during the
first two weeks of the new entrants stay
at Howard .
To get involved with the Campus
'
Pals organization,
call their office at 202806-5381.
•

•

Have you ever wondered what it was like · Residence Life in general.
to be the ijitle old woman in the shoe, who had
There are numerous requirements
so many children that she did not know what
that a R.A. must fulfill to keep their posito do? If so, ask your friendly neighborhood
tion. Some highlights are:
' will be required to work
resident. assistant {R.A.).
,
•i;:a~h R.A.
These are the sincerely dedicated individu- at least four hours per week on special
als who
... give much of their time and energy to . · a·ssignments such as: bulletin boards,
make sure that those students who reside in a
planning and implemenfing programs,
·residence halls have a pleasent stay.
. attending committee meetings, peer
Even though the popular perception of the counseling, and other tasks recommend-- R.A. position is that it is a do-nothing job ed by the Residence Counselor.
-~
these kids really work.
•Each R.A. will be required to work
The R.A.' s are integral parts of the Office of a minimum of six hours per week in the
Residence Life working team. Selected on the
Residence Counselor's office or at the
basis of personal dignity, leadership and expemain desk in the assigned area.
rience, R.A.' s are expected fo have a true "desire
*R.A.' s must develop at least two edto help residents realize their opportunities for
ucational, cultural, or social programs
self-"development through group living in the
per month and encourage floor and hal
residence halls. Expected to be a model sturesidents involvement in the planning
dents, R.A.'s must maintain at least a 2 .5 grade and jmplementation of these programs.
point average.
But, don't be discouraged, these
They work under the direct supervision
of
dedicated individuals are rewarded.for
..
the residence hall counselor in the building to
their time and efforts with a yearly taxwhich he or she is assigned. The R.A.' s assist
able stipend in the amount of $750.uO paid in
the counselors by communicating problems
nine monthly installments.
that affect the well-being of all students in his
To apply to become a R.A., look for inforor her residence hall, or problems related to
. mation p osted during spring semester.
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BLACK NIA
CAMPUS PALS
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• Since its first appearance on the campus in
February 1988 on the GET BUSY tour, Black Nia

purpose by studying, discussing and relaying
practical means of liberation for black people.
Mem.b ers of the organization tutor and
F.O.R.C.E. (BNF) has been known as the
radical, militant group on campus.
counsel children, lecture at universities across
The acronym F.O.R.C.E. stands for
the country and provide a support and resource
base for, b.u t not exclusively to, Howard stufreedom organization for racial and culdents.
tural enlightenment.
tf'
Along the same lines, they strive to act and
Black symbolizes the masses of the
inspire others to work toward self-knowledge,
people working in, or being affected by
self-love and self-respect.
the organization.
'
And, Nia means purpose in
Any person of African descent who beSwahili. It is the fifth of seven principles lieves in a1 d is dedicated to improving the conof the Nguza Saba as defined by
ditions of African people, and who is willing to
work in a cooperative spirit with the principles
Maulana Karenga.
and values of Black Nia F.O.R.C.E. may join the
The masses, being symbolized by
organization.
Black, and having a defined purpose: ,
All other people are welcome to attend or
Nia, are accelerated by F.O.R.C.E.: freeparticipates in the organization's general body
dom organization for racial and cultural
· meetings, attend their programs, projects or
enlightenment.
The purpose of the organization is
events. Black Nia F.O.R.C.E. states that there •
purpose is not to hoard or ensla ve information
to relieve apathy on H oward's campus
and knowledge, but to preserve their own
and abroad through intellectual and pohome using history and foresight as their guide,
litical re-education and p sych ological
they do not allow white people to become
and cultural enlightenment.
members of their organization.
Black Nia F.O .R.C.E. wo rks to achieve this

f.O.R.(.E.
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Rory Is ~urnble despite

his posltlo1. He said.
•1•m just a you119 ma•
tram Ray Ave1ue 11 New
Orleans, LA.•

__,'

VERRETT: MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE
"I don't think it's for the honor of the
thing anymore," he said. "I think it's more
Hilhop Stoff Writer
calculated. He's calculating what he needs to
"You have 24 hours to study, eat, sleep
be involved with, laying the foundation for
and attend meetings," said Rory Verretti
things to come," McKee said.
"You have to know what to do in what moIvan Bates, president of the Howard Uniment."
versity Student Association (HUSA), has
Verrett, the 21-year-old undergraduate
known Verrett for two years. Bates has
trustee, lives by the philosophy of carpe
worked with him both as trustee and in his
diem: seize the day.
former capacity as grievance director for the
Driven by a background with roots in
Undergraduate Student Assembly.
achievement, he is described as strong"The thing about Rory is that he's very
willed, intense, focused, aggressive and con- 'business,' " Bates said. "He's always prefident.
pared and organized, and when it's time to
Coming from a family whose members
do business, you know he'll give 110 perhave a tendency to "make things happen for _sent."
ourselves, not just let things happen," Rory
As a voting member of the Board of
E. (Ellis) Verrett has taken these characteris- Trustees, Verrett serves as the undergraduate
tics that constitute his personality to serve
student voice on the Board. He and the
the student body.
__ gi:aduate trustee, Terri Hunter, makes sure
"Being baby of the household, he was try- the student interests are not overlooked or
ing to hold his own while others were winforgotten concerning board issues. ,
ning honors and scholastic achievements,"
Since the board is directly involved with
said Lester McKee, Verrett' s oldest brother
policy-making for the University, Verrett said
who is a biology programs associate for
he believes the vote he casts "should be a diWilliam Patlerso11J:ollege in Wayne, N.J.
rect reflection of students and student opinLester said Verrett' s accomplishments
ion.
through the years have been co11sistent, but
"In previous years, the trustee has relied
he thinks the reasoning has changed.
solely upon his view of campus issues by u s-

By Jennifer Golson
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ing his diScretion. That's certainly a
key part of it because only he or she
alone sits in the board room," he
said, but this year he has plans for
something different.
There will be the introduction of
the Undergraduate Advisory Council. "It's a collection of leaders from
all across the campus that are going
to provide a general perspective on
campus issues, so that my perspective on issues as they face me as a
board member and as a student will
. be a truly enlightened one."
This plan is a reflection of his idea
ihat the position of undergraduate
trustee·is a dual role. "I have a certain amount of loyalty to the students' concerns, but I must consider
the University as a whole," he said.
Bates said, "Rory is very hardPHOTO BY JENNIFER GOLSON
charging. And when he sets his
sights, he's very directed and foDid you know that
cused."
.
These are not characteristics acRory's favorite music
quired while attending the Universiis jazz? Even though
ty. According to Steve Brooks, his
friend of nine years, "he hasn't really
he is in love with
changed. He's grown in size (he's
Sade, ' he said music
now 5'9), but he still stays very busy
and knows what he wants."
would not be music
Verrett attributes such factors to
without L.L. Cool J.,
family influence, which he said affects everything he does. Despite his
with
whom
his
life
is
position on the board, he's still "just
not complete.
a young man from Ray Avenue in
New 0rleans La.,'' something he
said he can never forget.
"Growing up in a bad neighborand committing other crimes," said
hood, I know that because of love I
was constantly handed books to read the-youngest from a family of four
and prevent me from dealing [drugs) with one girl.

EMENTS
; •DO
~APH

Such a background, he said has
also influenced his plans for the future to go to law school and public
policy school at the same time. Afterward, he said he intends to reside
in some predominantly Afro-American city and become a public servant
- i.e., politician.
.
However, he shivered at the me!!!!.Pn
of the word and said, "Politician '-._
sounds so ugly."
While his increased seriousness
and intensity may be _a sign of maturity, his colleagues say there is room
for improvement in these areas.
"Sometimes Rory gets so intense,
he just needs to chill and be a little
more laid back," Bates said.
Fellow Campus Pal Tracy Mcferrin agreed and said, "His campaign
slogan 'the Aggressive Voice for Students' fit." However, "He's one of
the funniest people I know," she
said. "His humor is intelligent and,
at the same time, hilarious. He's a
very good comedian. I think he relates to people making them feel
comfortable."
On the same end, "Rory is influential as far as a positive role model," said "Giz" a senior Campus Pal
majoring in English'. "He's very well _
rounded and can take care of busi-·
ness, but he's still ghetto.
"He doesn't believe in cheating,
which I can't understand. He's all
conscious," he said. But, ''Rory is ghetto as H
with a bougie [bourgeois) tint. He has a very raw and
vulgar_sense of humor. I can't even
give you an example you can print
- he's just funny as H--."
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By Tyya Turner

Ivan takes a moment to
chUI on "the Yard" with
Stephanie Eldlm, Ernest
Washington, Stephanie
Elam. -

Hilltop Stoff Writer
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"The ctay the U.S. and Libya began
fighting," Ivan Bates said, "An Ar111y recruiter called and said that by serving .
just two years, I could make money for
college. I knew I wanted to go to school,
but at that point, my grade~ were so bad
that it didn't seem possible to get into a
good school. So, I got my parents to sign
me up at 17."
Ivan was born 22 years ago in El Paso,
Texas to military parents. Growing up,
he traveled with them extensively and
lived in New Mexico, California and
<D Germany before finally settling in
Hampton, Va. Although he enjoyed the
experience of travelling to different
places, Bates said he had not considered
enlisting prior to that phone call because
by that time he had grown tired of moving so much.
During his stint in the A1111y, Ivan was
selected to attend French Commando
School in which he was trained in the
arts of "hand to hand combat and raveling off mountains. "It was the hardest
thing I've ever done in my life," Bates
said.

Bates looks back on his military service as a positive experience because he
learned independence and gained leadership abilities which he later put to use
when he came to Howard.
Kelvin Dickerson, who joined the
army with Ivan, expressed a similar·
opinion ab.o ut Ivan's military experience.
"I think the military taught him a lot
about working with people and how to
motivate them."
Through his position as president of
the School of Communications Student
Council, Ivan became aware of problems
facing the student body. The desire to
make improvements fueled his decision
to run for Howard University Student
Association (HUSA) president, which he
describes as a challenging, and by no
means easy, job.
The basic problem, Bates said, is that
there rs too much bureaucratic red tape
th~t students must go through to get
things done. One change Ivan would like
to implement is the allocation of more
money to student activities.
He'd also like to allow more athletes to
register before school starts in order to
. get that large group of students out of
See BATES, Page .13
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TRACY MCFERRIN:
The woman about campus
She leads public service, student
government and has brains too

•
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11 her spar• time, Tracy enjoys exploring
dothing catalogs to see the latest fasliions.
PHOTO BY mw 8ASTIEN

emment about two years ago. She was
recording secretary for the executive branch
Hilhop Staff Wrtter
. of HUSA during her·sophomore year.
She's like a mother, even thoughshe's 21The next year, she was electe<l UGSA repyears-old. ..
.
resentative for the College of Liberal Arts,
She has somewhere between 8,000 to
which is now the College of Arts and Sci9;o<JO "kids," and she's never been married.
ences. Before accepting her current position,
Tracy McFerrin is the coordinator for the
McFerrin moved up to grievance director.
Undergraduate Student Assembly (UGSA),
Tucker, who proceeded McFerrin as
the programming body for the Howard Uni- grievance director, has worked with McFerversity Student Association (HUSA). She
rin more than two years.
thinks of the assembly as her family while
"Other than her intellect, her charisma
she's at Howard. Her "immediate family"
and her personality, her whole attitude helps
members include six staff members and 24
UGSA," he said.
UGSA representatives.
. McFerrin said when she came to Howard
"I find her to be. the mother of this partic- four years ago, she was tired of student govular organization and others think this way,
emment, after being involved in her high
too," said Kevin L. Tucker, UGSA grievance
school. When she entered into the political
director.
arena at Howard, she said she didn't want
Belinda Lightfoot-Watkins, director of stu- much spotlight, but admitted that her posident activities said, "She's a very serious stu- tion gives her a chance to test out managedent. She calls things as she sees them, and
ment skills with people and money.
she seems very organized."
.
In addition to her UGSA duties, McFerrin
McFerrin said she never had any intenis active in other campus activities, including
tions of getting involved with student govthe Campus Pals.
einment, but somehow it just happened.
Kendra Riggins, ·also a Campus Pal, said
· "I had academic goals. I wanted to gradu- that if she were freshman she would want
ate summa cum laude artd get a scholarMcferrin as her pal.
ship," Mcferrin said. '
"Tracy is a very down to earth and she's
But the people who work with Mcferrin
very smart. She's alwj!ys together and wellsaid they're glad she got involved.
· . organized. She ~resents herself well and
"She's a very inspiring young lady. She
she's articulate, said Riggins, who has
has all the qualities of a leader. She has
known Mcferrin for about a year and a half.
courage, bearing and keeps up the morale (of
"She's real nice and sincere; she's a really
the organization)," Tu~r said.
good pal," Riggins said.
- Mcferrin began her career in student govJames Stovall, vice president of the Gold-

By Jounice L Nealy
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en Key National Honor Society, has
known Mcferrin since last semester .
He said that as the president of the .
honor society, she has excellent leadership skills.
"Tracy is very thorough in what
she does. She's a good sound leader
with excellent judgment," Stovall
said.
When she was 9-years-old, McFerrin moved from Virginia to
S~e, ~ch:, where the total population was about 7,000, she said.
The town had only 30 blacks, seven of whom were Mcferrin' s family
members.
"Most times I was the only black
in my classes in elementary, junior
and senior high school," she said.
"Plus I was tall. So I always stood
out.
"I got the stupid questions like
'Can you get a tan?' and 'How do
you get your hair like that?' "
Mcferrin is glad she came to
Howard.
"It's a good feeling to walk across
campus and feel like just another
person and not having people looking at you, waiting for you to mess
up," she said.
Mcferrin, who hopes to attend
law school at Harvard University or
the University of Michigan, won the

.
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Harry
S. Tru-

ll

What would Tra~ do if she was
administrator r a day? 11 1
would finally hire somebody to
fix the clock on Founders
Library so that it played
not student
· the alma mater.''
leaders-we

man scholarship last
PlllO IY IDW WTllN
are the pubspring. Out
of thousands of applilic's servants, " Tucker
cants, Mcferrin and 91 other finalists said.
were awarded $30,000.
He added, "As she continues,
Tucker described McFerrin as a
she'll be one of the most influential
trailblazer.
•
public servants this nation will have
"She always tells us that we are
ever met."

BATES

Continued from page 11
the way before others come back.
"It's hard to be in this position '
because you feel like you're al-·
ways under a microscope," said
Bates when describing the disadvantages of holding a position in
student government.
"Sometimes people don't
judge me for who I am. They
~hink if I'm not down with their
cause, then I"m shallow. I try to
roll with tl;le punches, but sometimes my ego gets bruised," Bates
added.
Dr. Lawrence Kaggwa, a professor of joumalisrrt;.Wdrked with
Ivan on the committee that developed this year's freshman orientation. He describes Bates as
someone who "made a lasting
impression on the committee because of his maturi!l,."
·
Kaggwa added,' I don' t know
what he will do in the future, but
I think he has the potential to be

'

/

.

,,
The ideal woman
would wear
Paloma ,,Picasso.
By the way, Ivan
. wears Drakkar.

accepted as a leader on the level
of Jesse Jackson because he has a
good head on his shoulders."
Ivan, who spends and average
of 50 hours a week in his office in
Armour J. Blackbum University
Center, said that taking early
classes and studying on the
weekends in secluded areas of
the library and in his office when
work is slow, has helped him
keep up with the demands of
work and school. Bates also credits his staff and his girlfriend with
keeping him motivated.
Patrice Grant, HUSA vice
president, has known Ivan since
their freshman year, and thinks
he is good to work with because
he "gets down to business."
Dickerson, a Howard student
and friend of Ivan's since junior
high, said "Ivan is effective because he's normal, unlike a lot of
leaders who seem to be above the,_,
people they're helping. I trunk
people can relate to Ivan and that
makes him a good leader."
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:. CPA, law student
dedicated to board

•

egrees GSA coordinator

•

By Tracy E. Hopkins
and Paula M. Whitt
Hilhop Staff Writers

,,.

-

Since Terri Hunter spent her
undergraduate years on a predominantly white campus with a
population of 10,000, she was
particularly interested in doing
her graduate work at Howard
University.
uWhen I researched Howard, I
looked at the list of graduates
and figured if you aspire to be
like a Douglas Wilder, David
Dinkins or Sharon Pratt-Dixon,
then it can't be all bad," said the
graduate students' representative
to the board of trustees.
Hunter, a third-year law student who imagines being a partner in a law fi1111 one day with
some of her present colleagues,
continued, " People you sit next to
everyday in class will be the next
_ senators and judges. And if we
can remain a cohesive group, we
can really make a difference."
After completing her undergraduate work at the University
of New Orleans, Hunter passed
thE: test to become a certified public accountant (CPA); however,
she soon realized that the business world was not for her.
Hunter began considering
Howard.
• "Just being around intelligent
black individuals is really impressive," Hunter said. "It's a positive
atmosphere because it's good to
see blacks being so aggressive
and speaking their minds."
Scoop Jackson, a 1990 Howard
graduate who met Hunter a few
years ago, described her as very
fun-loving outside of her serious,
get-down-to-business exterior.
uI admire her because she's __
found a way to do two things
most students find hard to
achieve - academic excellence and
an active social life.
"You don't find a lot of stu-

dents like
her, especially in the law
school,
which is full
of stuffy
folks," Jackson said.
Hunter
said she realizes there is a
•
commurucationgapbetween students and
administrators, and she
plans to
work toward
closing that
gap.
"I would
like to see
more contact
betweenthe
board and
l'HOTO IY ALOHA IUllEI
student lead- Terri, the graduate trustee, reads, spends time with her husband and keeps
ers. That way, up with the latest movies whenever she's not on the go.
students won't have the impresout being cut throat."
sion that the Board is so distant,"
Hunter_ who starts her days
Hunter said.
at 6:30 a.m., spends five hours iJ.:t
Hunter also said she would
class and studies at least 25 hours
like to see more financial assisa week admitted that she
'
tance given through
the Universi- doesn't -have much free time. In
ty and private funds.
her spare time, she may catch a
"Graduate student~ don't removie (she's a Denzel Washingceive pell grants or much finanton fan) and spend time with her
cial aid. We, like many underhusband of a year, Floyd Hunter.
graduates, have to rely on scholUltimately, Hunter wants to
arships, fellowships or loans. I'd
practice either corporate or tax
like to see more money given to
law in Washington, D.C. because
students so _they won't be in so
she likes the black professional
much debt when they graduate," culture in the area. She said she
she said.
definitely sees herself as being an
According to Jackson, Hunter
active alumna even if it means
is serious about making a posijust doing workshops or serving
tive difference in the world.
as a mentor.
He said of the Louisiana naHunter, who has been active in
.tive, "She has a different type of
the law school since her first year
southern hospitality - down to
when she was treasurer, has also
earth is an understatement.
accepted the challenge of being
"It's hard to find a lawyer with the chairperson of the law
some compassion, but Terri is ex- school's armual graduation party,
tremely down-to-business with-. the Barrister's Ball.
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.teaching principles of Economics I
and II.
People who have worked with
A person who completes a bache- him describe him as a very hard
lor' s degree in economics and a mas- worker.
"If somebody isn't ab!e to do their
ter' s degree in finance within five
job, Dennis will take thefr portion of
years is impressive. But when this
the work," said Aprille Ericcson,
same person continues on to comwho worked with him on the Graduplete a second master's degree in
economics and begins a Ph.D in economics in the next five years, you
just have to say, "Wow."
''There have been a lot
Okechukwu Dennis Anyamele,
of nights made of chili
the graduate student assembly
beans because I didn't
(GSA) coordinator, is such a perspn,
have time to eat,''
but he admitted it's been anything
but easy.
Dennis said.
"Econ exams are H ,"
·
Anyamele said with a laugh. "Huate School of Arts and Sciences Stuman beings should not be subject to dent Council.
this torture."
The associate dean for research afHe added, "You program yourself fairs in the-Graduate School of Arts
to do only things that are necessaiy, and Sciences, Dr. Wilbert Nixon said,
and you don't let anything come·be- "He continues to work until the job
fore yoUI studies. It becomes a rituis done."
Anyamele, a native of Nigeria, beal.''
gan his college career in the United
"There have been a lot of nights
States at Alabama A&M University.
made of chili beans because
I didn't have time to eat," he added. Then, he enrolled in to Morgan State
"From a.psychological view, you tiy University, and finally settled down
not to let professors see you sweat - at Howard. The active student has
you put on a face."
"Good been involved in student activities
since he began.
·
things don't come easy," he said.
As GSA coordinator, he works
"You just have to do it, it's somewith representatives from the followthing you'ye chosen to do."
Anyamcle, who plans to complete ing schools and colleges: law, divinity, medical, dentistry, social work
his Ph.D by May, still tries to spend
three hours a day in his office found and Arts and Science.
Programs that they are working
in room 111 of Armour J. Blackburn
on include: co-hosting the Sixth AnUniversity Center, in addition to

1

ftw

•••t•1.

nilal National Conference of Graduate and Professional Schools with
American University and also a social/ political forum where alumni in
various-professions speak about
what it takes to make it outside of
Howard.
· nI want to bring a change to how
GSA serves the needs of the graduate and professional students,• .
Anyamele said. "A lot of students
take the attitude that nothin_g bad is
going to happen to them until it
does, and I have always been in the
forefront of making sure people are
well organized.•
Joy Phillips, who is also a Ph.D
student in the economics department, describes Anyamele as •quite
an interesting pel'ljOn who knows
what his aims in life are.
.
"He's very humorous, but at the
same time, he knows when it is time
to get serious," she added.
Ultimately, Anyamele wants to
teach or work for a research institution. As ready as he is to graduate,
he said that at some point he will
definitely come back to Howard.
"I think Howard changed me forever," he said. "My views have been
more clearly defined by being in this
institution.
"I know what I ought to be doing
so the next generation won't have to
undergo the same problems as this
generation."
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-Staff Writer Erika Gravett contnbut-
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fice in the School of Business.
We're all finance majors, so we
·ow that you've read A'dministrative Assistant
all about the leadOffice: Room 106 Blackburn, 806- understand each other. Also, we
have a graduate student on theL
ers are you ready to 7009
council, which helps bring the
get involved? The Planned Programs: Peer tutoriMBA and BA students closer to_following lis~g of .. al-Undergraduate tutors in
gether."
Early, Treasurer
the 16 schools and philosophy; economics and
colleges' student
physics sit in on intro classes, asF COMMUNICATIONS
councils aims to fa- sist with lectures; ''Arts for
cilitate yoµr own personal
Smarts"-Grammar school stus Sto
resident
movement into the mainstream, . dents will be tutored in
.h
"nH
so that you can make a
and science. Voluntee
sideizt
difference on campus and in the the College of p·
y Piper, Treasurer
.
community.
work with s
Komeka Freeman, Secretary 1
projects. The
Pamela Ford, UGSA Rep.'· '
Please be mindful that all
the ·
schools were contacted and givOffice: C-256, (Forensics Team
en fair chance and time for reRoom)
sponse. No e]fctions were
tudentswho
in the College of Denti
or
partn1ents
School of Social W
"thin the ·
e ollege of Arts and Scices is 'eager.' The council
s,
sponsor·
works hard. Everyone is active
a VI , and a teacher
and wants to see good ·
week program.
cur. It's my job to ·
,
urer
eagerness and zeal
ecretary
"The School of Communications
make it w
"- Jul
s, UGSARep.
has 'togetherness.' On an indiPresident
Offic .
m 111, College of Alvidual basis we are arti ate,
lied Health, 806-7601
self-aware, thoroug
nts.
But also, as scho
a uniPlanned Programs: Mentor profied body." PresPresident
gram for freshmen,
givident
, Vice President
ing drive for a homel
lter
arly, Treasurer
and guest speakers.
sta Plucker, Secretary
acques Garibaldi, UGSA Rep.
''The College of Allied He
res
t
Kanika Magee, UGSA
.
'progressive.' ..some people may Office: student loung
1u,, Vice President
have learned what allied health 806-1516, 1614
wn, Treasurer
is, but for those who don't know
nie Craig, Secretary
what it is, we hope they'll find
Planned Pro
cole Yedell, UGSA Rep.
out. That's one purpose of hav- · Week Conf
Office: Room 216, School of Eding guest speake~o let peo16-The co
ucation, 806-7343
ple know what allied health is
representati
or
about." -:-Fatima German, Treaand Gambl
iman-Marcus . Planned Programs: Conference
on Oct. 26, Community Under
surer
and others;
grams are also
Siege: A Challenge to Youth,
planned on African-Americans
(OllEGE Of ARTS AND SaENCES
8:30 a.m.-2 p.m., West Ballroom
on Wall Street and women in
of Blackburn Center Registracorporate America.
Julius Bailey, President
tion fee, $5, including lunch;
Charvis Carter-Campbell,
programs that center on the
"The School of Business is a
Vice President
'family.' This is the first time in African-American child; SaturWayne Smith McKenzie,
day morning tutoring.
a long time, if ever, that an en'
Treasurer
tire slate has won executive ofErika Lynn Laws, Secretary
•

·-

•

'
•
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"The School of Education is 'di·
versified.' We're planning a variety of different programs this
year, some geared toward the
African-American child, some
toward fundraising and alumni
support." -Don Dogget, Presi-

Michael Simmo s,

•

dent

.

. THE

Anthon
Janay Jo
Stephanie
, reas
Sheryl Carter, Secreta
Carol Maloney, UGSA
.
Joe Williams, UGSA Rep.
Office: Room G-20, School of
Engineering, 806-6633

Planned Programs: Working in
"The College of Fine Arts is 'diversifabulistic.' We're diversified because we take classes other than fine arts courses because
we realize we may not be able to
work in our fields, and that
even if we do make it, we have
to be able to manage our own
money because some agents and
managers will try to rob you.
· 're fabulous because of the
o. We have talent of
at
aliber in our
.on, Presi-

conjunction with the health professionals club; panel discu~
sions on contraceptives and
AIDS.
"The College of Pharmacy is
'academic.' When you come
into the school, there's so much
work to do and a lot of pressure,
so you're studying
· ·
constantly." -Shanda Spells,

President

'

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Delisa Lewis,
t
Jeffrey Knight, Vice Presi
Alisa West, Treasurer
Lionel Joseph, SecretaTl/
eff King, UGSA Representative
· e: Room 404, College of

sing,

-7466

. Alnla Cra
Deswick Bro , Vi
Melbahla Evans Ha11

Treasurer
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS
AND SCIENCES

•

"The School of Engineering has
'unity.' The officers have all
· held previ s positions in other
organiza ·
"thin the school
and w
get
togethea
er in-

degre,
reer change
n ac
2-year program; vol · ·· ·
a center for border babie
homeless shelter.

ards, President

air, Vice President
ayo, Treasurer

I.Aw SCHOOL
DENT BAR ASSOOATION)

•

-

.

selve ."--\..
Ludwig P. Gaines, President
Shena Stevens, Vice President
William T. Jones, Treasurer
Lisa Gerideau, Secretary
Patrice Barnwell, Attorney

Representati
ColLEGE OF FINE
'

Marcus Johnson, President
Do1111etria Robinson, Vice

. President
Nicole Leonard, Treasurer
Yolanda Snell, Secretary
Office: Room SB-16 in the practice room area, 806-7060

set
Ci
new level.

General

President
• CowGE Of MEDIONE -

•

(OWGE OF PHARMACY
AND PHARMACAL SaEHCES

.

Lannis Hall, President
Arthur Mcunu, Vice President
Lyle Campbell, Treasurer

Shanda Spells, President
Planned Programs: Music extrav- Tricia Neal, Vice President
Compiled by Tyya N . .Turner,
aganza (a co-venture with
Wallene Matthews, Treasurer
HILLTOP staJJ writer
UGSA)- a chronological look at Julie Goslee, Secretary
African-American music, featur- Karla Paylor, UGSA Representaing ragtime, jazz and pop;
tiv~
•
Kwanza celebration; seminar
Office: Pharmacy lounge, 2nd
•
with a Capitol Records executive. floor, 806-6541
•

•

..

.

•
~

..

·~

•

•
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Make a personal in1pact
on your Uni\rersity !
Call

806-7007 or 7008,
•

Sec your R.A. 1
()}.
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